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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis explores the ways in which LGBTQ+ individuals in Philadelphia ascribe 

significance to various places based on oral history interviews and additional primary 

source material collected initially for the National Park Service Northeast Regional 

Office’s LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative. By examining stories from LGBTQ+ individuals 

of places that matter most to them in Philadelphia, this thesis argues that historic 

preservationists can expand their definition of significance to include personal testimony 

and broaden their practices to better engage the communities whose histories they seek to 

preserve.  
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CHAPTER 1 

HISTORIOGRAPHY 

Though the National Historic Preservation Act would not be signed into law until 

1966, Philadelphia adopted its first historic preservation ordinance in 1955. This 

established the Philadelphia Historical Commission, an agency within the Philadelphia 

city government, which holds the power to preserve and protect individual buildings (and 

as of 1985, structures, objects, and districts as well) from demolition and adverse 

alterations.1 In 2017, the Philadelphia Historical Commission maintains this position, and 

it has published materials to encourage average Philadelphians to nominate buildings, 

structures, objects, and historic districts they consider significant to the Philadelphia 

Register of Historic Places. This push for public submission of nominations exists within 

the National Park Service as well. The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 

marked the beginning of a consideration within the federal government for preserving 

those sites significant to American history through the National Register of Historic 

Places (NRHP), overseen by the Secretary of the Interior.2 Furthermore, the law itself 

asserts that the federal government dedicates itself to preserving historic properties, “in 

cooperation with other nations and in partnership with States, local governments, Indian 

tribes, Native Hawaiian organizations, and private organizations and individuals.”3 

Although a desire to reflect what the broader public considers historically significant is 

                                                           
1 Preservation Alliance of Greater Philadelphia, How to Nominate an Individual Building, Structure, Site, or 
Object to the Philadelphia Register of Historic Places, 2007: p. 1.  
2 “Subdivision 2: Historic Preservation Program, Chapter 3021 Section 1, Maintenance by the Secretary,” 
The National Historic Preservation Act, as amended December 16, 2016.  
3 “Subdivision 1: General Provisions, Chapter 3001: Policy,” The National Historic Preservation Act, as 
amended December 16, 2016.  
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an admirable goal for these preservationist agencies, I submit that for marginalized 

sections of the population, particularly those of LGBTQ+ identities, and countless 

intersectional variations thereof, this goal often falls short. 

In recent years, increasing numbers of historians and preservationists have called 

for greater representation of minority populations in historic registries and for increased 

participation from those populations in the preservation process. In response to these 

calls, I have interviewed seven LGBTQ+ Philadelphians of various ages, races and 

ethnicities, gender identities, and class backgrounds in order to hear their thoughts about 

what makes a place significant. Although the sites they presented are not necessarily 

historically “significant” by traditional preservationist practice, the significance these 

places hold for them based on their own personal connections offers valuable insights for 

preservationists. Not only do their testimonies provide valuable primary sources 

regarding the intergenerational queer experience in Philadelphia, they also present the 

various kinds of spaces that matter and have mattered historically, to those within 

Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community. Thus, in this study, I engage in scholarly 

conversations with preservationists, material culturists, and oral historians to uncover the 

ways LGBTQ+ individuals determines a site’s significance, and to simultaneously 

examine what those determinations can offer preservationist practice. I look to those 

preservationists who call for greater representation within historic registers, and greater 

engagement with those we should be representing, and I explain how this study and my 

own experiences working with the National Park Service’s Preservation Assistance Team 

answers their call in full. This research also brings material culturists into discussion with 

preservationists and oral historians, engaging with literature that places value on human 
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connection with objects, in this case buildings, namely through the evocative nature of 

objects. Finally, this study connects with an array of oral historians, those who conducted 

oral history interviews with LGBTQ+ individuals for similar reasons to my own, as well 

as those who sought answers on how people make connections with the past.  

 

Preservation  

There is insufficient representation of LGBTQ+ historic sites on preservationist 

registries, whether these sites are local, like the Philadelphia Historic Register, or 

national, like the National Register of Historic Places. In recent years there has been 

increased push among scholars and preservationist agencies to rectify this deficit, and my 

work fits within their conversation, and encourages them to take a step further. Public 

historians believe in the importance of shared authority, albeit to varying degrees. In his 

book, Beyond Preservation: Using Public History to Revitalize Inner Cities, Andrew 

Hurley addresses sharing authority in preservation initiatives with the communities they 

seek to represent. Hurley argues that for such partnerships to be successful, both public 

historians and communities must leave their comfort zones and consider alternative 

approaches. For public historians, this means “ceding some of the intellectual authority 

over the production of knowledge and acknowledging that they are no longer the sole 

source of expertise.”4 If we do not pause to listen to the community within which we 

work and share authority, those partnerships will dissolve and likely do harm. 

Simultaneously, the preservationist’s role is to provide a critical perspective to the 

project, but this is not to say they should police the community’s narrative. In brief, 

                                                           
4 Andrew Hurley, Beyond Preservation: Using Public History to Revitalize Inner Cities (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 2010): p. 147. 
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Hurley advocated that historic preservationists must cede some authority to the 

communities with which they work, and whose stories and identities they wish to 

represent. I submit, that preservationist practice could go further, and benefit greatly, 

from taking seriously the suggestions from these communities, not only to increase 

representation of preserved historic sites, but also to increase accessibility of 

preservationist practice to groups, like LGBTQ+ communities, who might otherwise have 

no access thereto. This could mean the creating a community outreach coordinating 

position within these agencies, which some, like the Preservation Alliance of Greater 

Philadelphia have, who could both advocate for greater community engagement and also 

field input offered from the communities themselves.  

Preservation of LGBTQ+ historic sites for their queer historical themes began 

with the preservation of the Stonewall Inn in New York City. Though the Stonewall Inn 

was part of the New York City Landmarks Commission’s Greenwich Village Historic 

District since its designation in 1969, the Greenwich Village Society for Historic 

Preservation aided in successfully adding the Stonewall Inn to the National Register of 

Historic Places in 1999, and subsequently establishing the site as a National Historic 

Landmark in 2000 before Former-President Barack Obama declared the site a National 

Monument in 2016.5 The site was further recognized for its significance in LGBTQ+ 

history as a New York City Historic Landmark in 2015.6 

Local LGBTQ+ activists were responsible for the dedication of three 

Pennsylvania State Historical Markers in 2005, 2011, and 2016, these being for the 

                                                           
5 National Park Service, “Stonewall Inn: NHL Registration,” National Park Service. (2000): page 7. 
6 Meenakshi Srinivasan, “Stonewall Inn Designated as an Individual Landmark,” New York City Landmarks 
Preservation Commission, June 23, 2015.  
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historical significance of the Annual Reminders Demonstrations of 1965-1969, 

Giovanni’s Room, a prominent gay book store, and Barbara Gittings, a prominent Gay 

Rights activist since the 1950s.7 

In 2016 the National Park Service took a step towards increasing its 

representation of LGBTQ+ history in its historic registers through the publication of its 

theme study, LGBTQ America: A Theme Study of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, 

and Queer History. As the Park Service explains on its website, “Theme studies are an 

effective way of identifying and nominating properties because they provide a 

comparative analysis of properties associated with a specific area of American history … 

[they] provide a national historic context for specific topics in American history of 

prehistory.”8 In its  LGBTQ+ Theme Study, the agency explicitly called for increased 

inclusion of LGBTQ+ historic sites as National Historic Landmarks (NHLs) and on the 

National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).  

Following this idea of inclusivity, in the Theme Study’s seventh chapter, Megan 

Springate, an Interpretation Coordinator in the National Park Service’s Cultural 

Resources Office of Interpretation and Education and the National Coordinator of their 

19th Amendment Centennial Commemoration, offers insight on what intersectionality 

means and how the Park Service can engage and employ it in preserving LGBTQ+ 

historic sites in her chapter, “A Note about Intersectionality.” Describing who within 

                                                           
7 Lazin, Malcolm, “First demonstration for gay and lesbian equality: PHMC Marker Nomination,” no date.; 
Mayor’s Office of Philadelphia, Philadelphia Gay Tourism Caucus, Giovanni’s Room, et. al., “Giovanni’s 
Room: PHMC Marker Nomination,” Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, no date.; Equality 
Forum, “Barbara Gittings: PHMC Marker Nomination.” Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, 
no date. 
8 National Park Service, “NHL Theme Studies,” National Historic Landmarks Program, Last updated 
8/21/2014. https://www.nps.gov/nhl/learn/themestudiesintro.htm. (Accessed 2/14/18). 

https://www.nps.gov/nhl/learn/themestudiesintro.htm
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LGBTQ communities across the country find themselves marginalized, Springate writes, 

“Those excluded from the normalized, mainstream gay rights movement and therefore its 

history—to varying degrees—include those living on low incomes, people with 

disabilities, people of color, the elderly, women, transgender people, drag queens, 

bisexuals, those living in rural areas, and those whose sexual practices fall outside the 

realm of the socially acceptable, described by Gayle Rubin as the “charmed circle.””9  

All too often the LGBTQ+ community is boiled down to its white, cisgendered 

(identifying with the sex assigned at birth) gay men. Of the ten LGBTQ+ historic sites 

currently listed on the National Register of Historic Places, four commemorate the lives 

of white gay men who rose to prominence for their literary prowess or activism, and 

another two are of places frequented primarily by white gay men.  The remaining four are 

all that currently represent queer people of color (QPOC) and women.10 Furthermore, 

none of these, save perhaps for the preservation of the Stonewall Inn which saw the 

prominence of trans women and drag queens in at the beginning of the Gay Rights 

Movement’s second wave, there are no examples of people whose sexualities deviate 

further than homosexuality; there is no representation of the LGBTQ+ community’s 

leather or kink communities, both of which fall outside what Gayle Rubin called the 

“charmed circle,” a term which she coined in her essay, “Thinking Sex: Notes for a 

Radical Theory of the Politics of Sexuality.” In this essay she used the phrase to describe 

the good versus bad sexualities and expressions of sexuality, good sexualities being 

                                                           
9 Megan Springate, “A Note About Intersectionality,” in LGBTQ America: A Theme Study of Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer History, ed. Megan Springate, (Published Online, 2016): p. 4.  
10 Megan Springate, “Introduction,” in LGBTQ America: A Theme Study of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 
Transgender, and Queer History, ed. Megan Springate, (Published Online, 2016): pp. 7-12. 
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heterosexual, intragenerational, and monogamous and bad sexualities being homosexual, 

the use of pornography, and promiscuous sexuality.11  

Springate includes all of these excluded populations in her call for broader 

preservation of LGBTQ+ history, and it is with these populations in mind, that I argue 

preservationists must consider how to open up preservationist practice to better allow 

marginalized groups to advocate for the preservation of sites that are important to them. 

Whereas Springate calls for greater representation in the sites selected, I further call for 

the involvement of these groups who would advocate for their own inclusion in historic 

registers. 

In my own research interviewing LGBTQ+ persons in Philadelphia’s community, 

I ask narrators what places in Philadelphia matter most to them and why.  By answering 

this question, these narrators expressed how they determined these sites’ significance, 

something I consider a valuable insight to an historical profession that is often too 

detached from the people their work could positively affect. This study suggests that by 

contacting local LGBTQ+ community centers and networking outwards into the 

community itself, preservationists can conduct outreach and engage LGBTQ+ individuals 

in the preservation process in a respectful and productive way. 

Historically speaking, Springate asserts that we must understand that these axes of 

identity intersect, and this requires analysis into how these individual and composite 

identities shape individual experiences. Regarding implementing this in historical 

interpretation at historic sites, Springate submits an approach that involves the inclusion 

of multiple narratives. She argues that this both opposes “dominant narratives and 

                                                           
11 Gayle Rubin, “Thinking Sex: Notes for a Radical Theory of the Politics of Sexuality,” in Deviations: A 
Gayle Rubin Reader, (Durham: Duke University Press, 2012): p.152. 
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hegemonic powers,” and enriches how we understand the past by providing multiple 

voices.12 I submit that this research within Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community can be 

used to employ this “gumbo ya-ya” approach within the National Park Service’s 

LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative in Philadelphia, by engaging people within this community 

whose identities are intersectional racially, economically, ethnically, and regarding their 

gender, and possibly religion. People from these various and composite backgrounds and 

experiences all bring their own histories and perspectives on what matters to them, and 

by including them in this work, they can provide input or suggest spaces that we might 

not otherwise find. Not only can these narrators contribute to this significant national 

initiative, but they can inform broader preservationist policy.  

 Christina Hanhardt, an Associate Professor in the University of Maryland’s 

Department of American Studies, also addresses the complexity of identity in her work 

for the Theme Study, “Making Community: The Places and Spaces of LGBTQ Collective 

Identity Formation.” Hanhardt analyzes the various spaces in which LGBTQ collective 

identity developed historically, namely around neighborhoods, bars and clubs, public 

spaces like parks, community centers, bookstores, and more recently online networks. 

Her analysis into these various spaces, and what they meant for different people who fall 

under the larger LGBTQ umbrella, encourages preservationists to broaden our 

understandings of what constitute significant historic spaces. For example, Hanhardt 

asserts that, “it has often been outside—on the street, in the park, in a public field—

sometimes under different auspices than assumed and at other times under the cover of 

                                                           
12 Megan Springate, “A Note About Intersectionality,” in LGBTQ America: A Theme Study of Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer History, ed. Megan Springate, (Published Online, 2016): p. 10.  
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foliage that LGBTQ people have found each other.”13 Hanhardt also points out that 

spaces like bars and clubs have not always been accessible based on racial, economic, 

gender-based, or sexual expression based segregation.14 This reemphasizes Springate’s 

earlier point, that intersectional identities shaped distinct experiences for different 

LGBTQ people, and in this context, shaped where they would congregate. My own 

interactions with LGBTQ+ Phialdelphians supports this notion, that what is significant to 

them may not fit cleanly within the extant preservationist structures of historic 

significance. Through analyzing their stories of significant LGBTQ+ spaces in 

Philadelphia, I continue this discussion on call to broaden our definitions of historical 

significance. 

 Thus far I have only cited broad arguments to open up preservationist practice to 

marginalized groups, and to increase their representation within historic registries, but 

how can practitioners actually do this? Springate and Caridad de la Vega, a public 

historian with the National Park Service, take this on in their work, “Nominating LGBTQ 

Places to the National Register of Historic Places and as National Historic Landmarks: 

An Introduction.” This section offers an invaluable introduction on how, institutionally, 

the Park Service assesses sites for nomination, and how they apply various criteria in 

nominations to the NRHP or for NHLs. Springate and de la Vega descriptively outline 

the effects of designation and listing sites to the NRHP or as NHLs, concepts for 

nomination, property types, evaluation criteria, and the NPS thematic framework. This is 

a useful guide for anyone who would seek to nominate a site to the NRHP or as an NHL. 

                                                           
13 Christina Hanhardt, “Making Community: The Places and Spaces of LGBTQ Collective Identity 
Formation,” in LGBTQ America: A Theme Study of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer History, 
ed. Megan Springate, (Published Online, 2016): p. 15. 
14 Ibid, p. 14. 
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The NPS thematic framework is comprised of eight themes, which address things like 

community formation, the creation of social institutions and movements, political ideas 

and shaping public policy, expanding science and technology, the expression of cultural 

values, changes in the American economy and the roles of Americans within its 

economic system, how Americans interact with and impact the environment,  and the 

changing role of the United States globally through cultural exchanges, imperialism, and 

immigration and emigration.15 An LGBTQ+ historic site could easily fit within nearly 

any of these themes, however what Springate and de la Vega do not delve into is the level 

of research and documentation that goes into nominating a site to the NRHP or as an 

NHL. The time individuals or groups must invest into such a project is beyond the means 

of many within marginalized communities, particularly those of lower income. It is for 

this reason, that I advocate through this thesis for a shift in preservationist practice that 

allows for anyone to have the opportunity to nominate a site, not just those who have the 

privilege of that extra time on their hands. This could largely be achieved through 

increased outreach initiatives into LGBTQ+ communities, but requires that the 

preservationists conducting such outreach allow their queer partners on such projects the 

same authority they would anyone else nominating a site.  

 Kurt Dongoske and Theresa Pasqual’s piece on “Decolonizing the National 

historic Preservation Act” in Max Page and Marla Miller’s Bending the Future: 50 Ideas 

for the Next 50 Years of Historic Preservation in the United States also advocates for 

greater inclusion of alternative perspectives in preservationist initiatives. The authors 

                                                           
15 Megan Springate and Caridad de la Vega, “Nominating LGBTQ Places to the National Register of Historic 
Places and as National Historic Landmarks: An Introduction,” in LGBTQ America: A Theme Study of 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer History, ed. Megan Springate, (Published Online, 2016): p. 
17. 
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direct their focus towards demanding the inclusion of Native American perspectives on 

their heritage and note how those perspectives have been largely ignored in the 

preservation of Native American sites.16 One way Dongoske and Pasqual argue for the 

inclusion of Native American perspectives is at the identification stage, in which 

preservationists seek out potential historic sites. Dongoske and Pasqual assert that, often, 

federal agencies “generally evaluate the significance of archaeological sites solely under 

Criterion D: for their scientific information potential.” By including a Native American 

perspective engaging how sites contribute to identity formation would decentralize the 

authority from the federal agencies searching for sites, and would allow for potential sites 

being included on the National Register under Criteria A and B.17 In brief, Dongoske and 

Pasqual call for decolonization of the NHPA by including input from native populations 

rather than continuing to “privilege Western science perceptions of archaeological 

sites.”18 The big idea here is that this cognitive shift would move these prospective those 

that mattered in the past, to those that continue to matter today. My own work research 

within Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ communities on how they assess a site’s historic 

significance, which I address in full later in this work, fits within this advocacy for the 

inclusion of the people whose historic sites preservationists seek to preserve, rather than 

simply doing so from a traditionally White, Western position, and extends it further, to 

include intersectional LGBTQ+ individuals.  

                                                           
16 Kurt E. Dongoske and Theresa Pasqual, “Steps towards Decolonizing the National Historic Preservation 
Act,” in Bending the Future: 50 Ideas for the Next 50 Years of Historic Preservation in the United States, 
eds. Max Page and Marla R. Miller (Amherst and Boston: University of Massachusetts Press, 2016): p. 67. 
17 Ibid, p. 68. 
18 Ibid, p. 70. 
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  Jamie Kalven addresses similar issues in, “Preservation and Invisibility.” Kalven 

asks “What responsibilities do preservationists bear to the unpreserved, to places and 

populations that have been disappeared?”19 His answer to this question is that historic 

preservation “should directly engage the ways structural inequalities in our society are 

expressed, reinforced, and hidden by the built environment.”20 This argument stems from 

Kalven’s experience with Chicago’s systematic dismantling of public housing and the 

impact it has had on many of the city’s disenfranchised communities. Furthermore, the 

mass disappearance of places and populations effectively makes invisible their histories 

and experiences with inequality, removing them from view. Kalven concludes that the 

future of historic preservation turns “on the recognition and acceptance of its underlying 

radical nature. Radical, that is, in the sense of going to the root and calling things by their 

true names.”21 In working with LGBTQ+ narrators in Philadelphia and hearing their 

stories, I am automatically engaging with histories that commonly occurred, as Hanhardt 

wrote in the NPS Theme Study, “under the cover of foliage” and out of sight.22 Thus, in 

this study I have attempted to rise to Kalven’s challenge to consider how to advocate for 

and preserve “disappeared” histories of places. 

Kalven’s argument seems to call on a return to historic preservation’s original 

grassroots, which also relates to Dongoske and Pasqual’s arguments. They advocate 

incorporating the narratives of the people whose sites preservationists seek to preserve. 

                                                           
19 Jamie Kalven, “Preservation and Invisibility,” in Bending the Future: 50 Ideas for the Next 50 Years of 
Historic Preservation in the United States, eds. Max Page and Marla R. Miller (Amherst and Boston: 
University of Massachusetts Press, 2016): p. 124. 
20 Ibid, p.125. 
21 Ibid, p. 126. 
22 Christina Hanhardt, “Making Community: The Places and Spaces of LGBTQ Collective Identity 
Formation,” in LGBTQ America: A Theme Study of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer History, 
ed. Megan Springate, (Published Online, 2016): p. 15. 
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John H. Sprinkle, Jr., longtime NPS historian and preservation advocate, also reevaluates 

how the NHPA has been implemented since its advent in 1966. However, instead of 

prescribing his suggestions for how to more inclusively expand the National Register, he 

focuses on how to better maintain the sites already on the National Register. Sprinkle 

refers to the National Register as “a 1.5-million-page history textbook that illustrates the 

kinds of places that more than two generations of Americans have thought worthy of 

documentation.” At the same time, this “textbook” goes back to the 1960s, and Sprinkle 

notes that only three percent of the Register’s 90,000 listings have been updated 

regarding their content.23 This is the insufficient maintenance he critiques in his chapter, 

explaining that whatever significance necessitated the sites on the NRHP’s registration as 

such, it is additionally necessary to go back and investigate what additional significances 

these sites could have either accrued over time, or which significances could have been 

overlooked when they were nominated. For example, many of the earliest buildings 

nominated in the 1960s were nominated solely under Criterion C, relating to their 

architectural significance. Sprinkle stipulates that going back into the nominations for 

maintenance, given the extent of the maintenance backlog and lack of sufficient funding 

for such an endeavor, “the National Register will always be found wanting in terms of its 

comprehensiveness and can never achieve its full potential as a public archive,” though 

he submits that individual action to improve its comprehension is a worthy goal and 

could provide valuable projects for students.24 I further submit, along the lines of Susan 

Ferentinos’s chapter in the NPS Theme Study which encourages the reevaluation of 

                                                           
23 John H. Sprinkle, Jr., “To Expand and Maintain a National Register of Historic Places,” in Bending the 
Future: 50 Ideas for the Next 50 Years of Historic Preservation in the United States, eds. Max Page and 
Marla R. Miller (Amherst and Boston: University of Massachusetts Press, 2016): p.232. 
24 Ibid, pp. 232-233. 
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historic sites, regarding the LGBTQ Heritage Initiative, that part of what must be done to 

better represent LGBTQ+ history and heritage is to both review and incorporate those 

themes in NRHP or NHL forms that might not currently, if not create a new criterion 

altogether which would mandate the incorporation of such themes into a site’s story. 

 

In the Built Environment 

 The built environments we find in cities like Philadelphia create vast 

interconnected webs of meaning within different communities, and the scholarship I 

engage with in this section provides various powerful examples of how LGBTQ+ 

individuals have built their own communities within these built environments. George 

Chauncey, Jr.’s work Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay 

Male World, 1890-1920 describes gay male identity and cultural formation in New York 

City around the turn of the 20th Century with an added examination into the spaces within 

which gay men formed community in New York City. Similarly, Susan Ferentinos’s 

work in the National Park Service’s LGBTQ+ Theme Study assesses the need to interpret 

the stories in LGBTQ+ spaces which further involves the examination into LGBTQ+ 

individuals’ historical connections to physical space. Finally, I discuss Dolores Hayden’s 

book, The Power of Place: Urban Landscapes as Public History, in which she 

emphasizes the importance of the emotional attachments we as people develop with 

spaces through our memories thereof, which inspired me to consider the significance of 

the emotional connections LGBTQ+ people make to physical places.  

 In his book Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay 

Male World, 1890-1920, George Chauncey, Jr. argues that our modern understanding of 
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homosexuality originated only in the mid-twentieth century. He further asserts that, 

“most men were so labeled only if they displayed a much broader inversion of their 

ascribed gender status by assuming the sexual and other cultural roles ascribed to 

women.”25 Though he focused primarily on the intersections of gender and sexuality 

prior to the Second World War, Chauncey, perhaps tangentially, also afforded attention 

to the physical spaces in which New York’s queer subculture thrived. This included 

institutions like bathhouses, public cruising grounds like Union Square, Times Square, 

and Battery Park, gay bars, and ultimately gay neighborhoods.26 Where Chauncey 

focused on these places as context within which understandings of homosexual identity 

evolved, there is much we can learn by looking to these locations for the meanings that 

gay men, as well as lesbians, bisexuals, transgender, and gender variant individuals 

ascribed them. As such, I reflect on the meanings that Chauncey infers from these spaces 

within the contexts of the spaces I research in Philadelphia, and the spaces to which my 

oral history narrators ascribe their own meaning. Although Chauncey discusses in passing 

the kinds of places where gay men in New York City would meet and develop their own 

community within its urban landscape, he does not address the connections these men 

had with these spaces nor does he address the significance these spaces held aside from 

providing more or less covert places within which they could intermingle. He does, 

however, provide a preliminary introduction into the kinds of spaces gay men would 

frequent, providing this study with a point of departure from which to dig deeper into the 

connections between LGBTQ+ individuals, not just gay men, and their haunts. 

                                                           
25 George Chauncey, Jr., Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay Male World, 
1890-1920 (New York: Basic Books, 1994): P. 13 
26 Ibid, pp. 134, 142, and 151-152. 
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Where Chauncey provides a historical narrative of gay male New Yorkers and 

how they created their own spaces and subculture, Susan Ferentinos’s chapter in the 

NPS’s LGBTQ+ Theme Study, “Interpreting LGBTQ Historic Sites,” prescribes 

suggestions for interpreting LGBTQ histories at historic sites, whether their LGBTQ 

themes are the sites’ focus or not. Her book Interpreting LGBTQ+ History in Museums 

and Historic Sites is an additionally valuable resource, but her chapter in the Theme 

Study condenses her argument. In Ferentinos’s Theme Study section, she emphasizes 

engaging and interpreting LGBTQ histories in places where they have not always been 

the focal point which alludes to places like Chauncey outlined in Gay New York. These 

places often fell under mainstream society’s radar, and so how their frequent visitors 

ascribed meaning to them adds an additional layer of significance to them that ought to 

be uncovered. In her text, Ferentinos calls for additional interpretation of LGBTQ themes 

at historic sites and asks that site managers remain open to new and unconventional 

interpretive methods. But above all, she argues that we should actively engage 

stakeholders in this process.27 Where Chauncey mentioned the spaces where gay men in 

New York City would gather as a narrative setting, Ferentinos relocates focus onto the 

importance of these sites as physical places with historical significance to LGBTQ+ 

Americans. I, therefore, answer Ferentinos’s call for additional interpretation by asking 

LGBTQ+ Philadelphians which places matter to them most in the city, and why. By 

calling for and documenting their stories, they can add an additional layer of significance 

to these places by using their stories as primary sources attesting to a site’s significance, 

                                                           
27 Susan Ferentinos, “Interpreting LGBTQ Historic Sites: An Introduction,” in LGBTQ America: A Theme 
Study of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer History, ed. Megan Springate, (Published Online, 
2016): p. 22. 
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regardless whether those sites’ histories are primarily significant for LGBTQ+ themes or 

also hold significance along other criteria like architecture or other historical themes.  

 In interviewing these LGBTQ+ community members, however, I also heard their 

feelings, and how those feelings color their stories. Often historians are hesitant to engage 

with the feelings we, and others, feel in connection to objects and places. In her book The 

Power of Place: Urban Landscapes as Public History, Dolores Hayden argued how 

strongly identity is tied to memory, how specific locations can connect with people’s 

memories of a given space across generations, and ultimately, how those memories are 

what make that location so important. She explains that this is the power of place, that 

locations can draw people in through their significance to their memories.28 This theory 

can be applied to physical spaces when one asserts that a building is more than its 

utilitarian purpose as a storefront, home, or bar, and more than its aesthetic and 

architectural design. This harkens back to John Sprinkle’s work in which he described 

how in the 1960s many buildings and physical spaces were added to the National 

Register of Historic Places under Criterion C, for their architectural significance.  

Thus, following Hayden’s example in engaging with the emotional and intellectual 

significance that buildings can hold for people through their memories, I asked my oral 

history interviewees which places mattered most to them as LGBTQ+ individuals. This is 

an emotionally charged question, and I intended it as such. In preservationist practice it is 

time we consider the connections people have to places, particularly through their 

memories. They are physically bounded areas, and they hold meaning both emotionally 

                                                           
28 Dolores Hayden, “Claiming Urban Landscapes as Public History,” in The Power of Place: Urban 
Landscapes as Public History (MIT Press, 2014): p. 9. 
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and intellectually to people in a variety of ways, and I submit that engaging with this 

additional, albeit personal, significance, will add a great deal to preservationist practice.   

 

Oral histories with LGBTQ+ people 

Perhaps the most significant work, which begins to build a spatial LGBT history 

in Philadelphia, is Marc Stein’s book, City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves: Lesbian and 

Gay Philadelphia, 1945-1972. It focuses on the historical relationships between 

Philadelphia’s gay men and women, and Stein argues that these relationships provide 

new insights into the general relationships between “the sexes.”29 This argument is 

reminiscent of Joan Scott’s “Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis,” but this 

text also emphasizes the many spaces where Philadelphia’s gay men and lesbians either 

did or did not interact. Stein addresses bars, coffeeshops, and social and activist groups 

designed for either gay men or lesbians, people of color or whites. In researching this 

book Stein conducted many oral history interviews with LGBTQ+ Philadelphians, and he 

constructs narratives about these sites by sharing their stories. One such space was 

Maxine’s. Considered by many to be the oldest gay bar in Philadelphia, Maxine’s 

officially opened in 1936. The bar was one of the city’s more “elegant” gay spaces. Many 

of Stein’s narrators remember Maxine’s as an “elegant,” “upper-class,” establishment 

with a “clientele with greater income and more sophistication.” 30 

Philadelphia gay bars were often racially segregated, however, and African 

American men would often feel unwelcome in ritzier establishments like Maxine’s. The 

                                                           
29 Marc Stein, City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves: Lesbian and Gay Philadelphia, 1945-1972 (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 2004): p. 13.  
30 Ibid, p. 71.  
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same could be said of the city’s fewer lesbian bars. Anita Cornwall, recalled Rusty’s, a 

prominent lesbian bar, being “very prejudiced,” and that she could tell she was not 

welcome there.31 In addition to solidly supporting his argument, Stein shares the stories 

of these sites’ significance to the community through the voices of the people for whom 

they were so significant, going back as far as 1945. My work does not focus on the 

interactions of gay and lesbian Philadelphians along lines of gender; rather, it examines 

the stories of the many LGBTQ+ spaces in the city that the narrators with whom I spoke 

consider significant. Furthermore, these narrators are not explicitly gay men and lesbians, 

but they also include bisexual, transgender, and gender variant individuals, further 

broadening Stein’s own study of LGBTQ+ Philadelphia. 

 Where Marc Stein’s oral history sources were mostly forthcoming in sharing 

information on their favorite haunts, there were a few who chose to remain anonymous 

by adopting pseudonyms. Although this does not play into the text’s larger narrative, this 

is an issue that oral historian Sherry Tucker tackles in her article, “When Subjects Don’t 

Come Out.” While Tucker was conducting research on the all-female bands that rose to 

prominence during World War II, she realized that some of these women seemed to 

either be women attracted to other women, or knew that other members of their band 

exhibited woman-loving tendencies. In this article, she poses a lengthy hypothetical 

situation to the reader inquiring what she and other historians interested in the history of 

gender and sexuality ought to do when their sources don’t “come out.”32 She states that 

although none of her sources came out themselves, they would be more than happy to out 

                                                           
31 Ibid, p.59.  
32 Sherrie Tucker, “When Subjects Don’t Come Out,” Queer Episodes (University of Illinois Press, 2002): pp. 
294-295. 
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someone else they knew. She asks how historians should navigate conversations when a 

source wants to keep some things private, but still she alludes to themes that researchers 

consider critical.33 This raises legitimate concerns in the field of LGBTQ+ oral historical 

inquiry: what does one do when the narrator either does not want to share this 

information, or is afraid to do so for fear of their own safety? Tucker concluded that 

researchers need to understand the context of these sources’ identities historically, that is, 

we cannot examine and present their stories through the lens of “post-gay-liberation 

sensibility because it wasn’t like that.”34 The example her article presents also supports 

anonymizing their stories. These are questions I had to ask as well, as I interviewed and 

contacted LGBTQ+ Philadelphians and asked them questions personal to their own lives. 

Affording the opportunity to remain anonymous was a brilliant idea on Tucker’s part, 

because allowing that anonymity can encourage sources to open up more than they would 

otherwise. Therefore, these narrators had the the opportunity to maintain anonymity in 

sharing their stories, so if they wished this research would not be tied back to them. 

Fortunately, where Sherrie Tucker had difficulty in her conversations with women 

loving women of the 1940s, Madeline Davis and Elizabeth Kennedy’s narrators were far 

more forthcoming in their storytelling which contributed to their book, Boots of Leather, 

Slippers of Gold. In their book, Davis and Kennedy suspected that lesbians in a Buffalo, 

New York community, “had forged a culture for survival and resistance under difficult 

conditions and had passed this sense of community on to newcomers.” Their research 

ultimately revealed that, “working-class lesbians of the 1940s and 1950s were strong and 

forceful participants in the growth of gay and lesbian consciousness and pride, and 

                                                           
33 Ibid, pp. 295-296. 
34 Ibid, p. 302.  
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necessary predecessors of the gay and lesbian liberation movements that emerged in the 

late 1960s.”35 This text is similar to Marc Stein’s, in that it addresses the spaces in which 

most lesbians in this Buffalo community met (largely house parties and lesbian bars), and 

how these spaces contributed to a community and a pre-political movement. It is also 

similar in how the narrative is built almost exclusively from the oral histories Davis and 

Kennedy’s narrators provided. Again, my own work does not focus on the spatial 

connections between Philadelphia’s lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, transgender and gender 

variant individuals and how these connections contributed to a political movement; 

rather, it focuses on the spaces these narrators consider important, and why, and how 

those assessments can inform and possibly improve contemporary preservationist 

practice, all while engaging the broadest possible cross-section of Philadelphia’s 

LGBTQ+ community along lines of age, race and ethnicity, class, and gender.   

Where each of the aforementioned texts focused on the responses, or lack thereof, 

they received from their oral history narrators, Roy Rosenzweig and David Thelen’s 

book, The Presence of the Past: Popular Uses of History in American Life, provides 

insight into general questions about what people remember about place, how we get 

information from their submissions, and whether or not we should trust their input 

implicitly. The phrase around which they built this book is “popular historymaking,” that 

is, the active role people take in using and understanding the past.36 The authors argued 

that Americans, by and large, felt disconnected from history as it was practiced in the 

field (an argument prominent during the Culture Wars of the 1990s), and, in fact, relate 

                                                           
35 Madeline D. Davis and Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy, Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold: The History of a 
Lesbian Community (New York: Routledge, Inc., 1993): p. 2. 
36 Roy Rosenzweig and David Thelen, The Presence of the Past: Popular Uses of History in American Life 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1998): p. 3.  
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best to the past through their personal experiences, rather than in a history classroom.37 

While these personal connections to the past cannot necessarily help us, as historians and 

preservationists, gauge history, they are a good measure of history and how we feel about 

the past. Thus, my own research expands upon this concept, as I delve into what people, 

specifically LGBTQ+ Philadelphians, think is important.  

 In recent years, increasing numbers of historians and preservationists have called 

for greater representation of minority populations in historic registries, and for increased 

participation from those populations in the preservation process. In response to these 

calls, I have interviewed seven LGBTQ+ Philadelphians of various ages, races and 

ethnicities, gender identities, and class backgrounds in order to hear their thoughts on 

what makes a place significant. These interviews were conducted in addition to the 

research I did as the National Park Service’s LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative Intern. 

Although the sites they presented are not necessarily “significant” for preservation per 

traditional preservationist practice, the way they make meaning from these places, and 

consideration for their emotional and intellectual connections thereto offers valuable 

insights for preservationists. Thus, I engage in scholarly conversations with 

preservationists, material culturists, and oral historians in various ways. I address those 

preservationists who call for greater representation within historic registers, and greater 

engagement with those we should be representing, and explain how my own oral history 

memory mapping project answers their call in full. I also bring material culturists into 

discussion with preservationists and oral historians, engaging with literature that places 

value on human connection with objects, in this case buildings, namely through the 

                                                           
37 Ibid, p. 12. 
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evocative nature of objects. Finally, I connect with an array of oral historians; those who 

conducted oral history interviews with LGBTQ+ individuals for similar reasons to my 

own, as well as those who sought answers on how people make connections with the 

past.  

 There remains great room for improvement within preservationist endeavors as 

far as including marginalized populations in their processes, and in representing their 

stories in our historic registries. Nevertheless, it is my hope that by taking into account 

the scholarship from preservationists, material culturists, and oral historians, and above 

all hearing testimony from Philadelphia’s diverse LGBTQ+ community, that my oral 

history memory mapping project may provide insight and direction for the preservationist 

field as we move forward.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 METHODOLOGY 

 This oral history project began during my time as the Organization of American 

Historians’ LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative Intern with the National Park Service’s 

Northeast Regional Office in 2017. The OAH LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative Intern’s duties 

as assigned were to create a comprehensive list of LGBTQ+ historic sites in Philadelphia 

for potential nomination to the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and 

particularly as National Historic Landmarks (NHL). Emphasis was placed on nominating 

potential NHL’s, as these must meet stricter criteria and levels of significance and 

integrity than those sites listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Additionally, 

it was my responsibility to create outreach opportunities in Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ 

communities, involving them in the LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative. It was this latter task 

which contributed to and precipitated this thesis project, but my internship with shaped 

my understanding of Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ history and my methodology. With that in 

mind, the following section will provide background for this project, insights into how 

this project was conducted, including how oral history sources were selected, how 

questions were crafted, and how I contextualized and analyzed responses within 

Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ history. 

In truth, this project began with the Philadelphia LGBTQ+ Historic Site 

Assessment List, which was intended to inspire local preservationists and preservationists 

within the National Park Service, and even local LGBTQ+ Philadelphians themselves, to 

consider and nominate LGBTQ+ historic sites in Philadelphia as NHLs or to the NRHP 

to both recognize the city’s considerable LGBTQ+ history and to improve representation 
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of LGBTQ+ history on historic registers locally and nationally. This subsection describes 

my methodology in evaluating sites to include on the list, selecting preservationists and 

history professionals for internal and external review, and incorporating their feedback 

into the list.  

Crucially, Bob Skiba, head curator of the John J. Wilcox Jr. Archives in 

Philadelphia's William Way Community Center which houses the city’s largest collection 

of LGBTQ+ historical artifacts and documents, had already created a well-developed 

project documenting LGBT history in the Greater Philadelphia Area: the Philadelphia 

LGBT Mapping Project. Begun in 2015, Skiba's map includes over 1,000 sites within the 

greater Philadelphia region, including New Jersey, Delaware, and surrounding 

Pennsylvania Counties. Because his coverage was so thorough, I searched within 

Philadelphia’s city limits winnowing Skiba’s nearly exhaustive list to around 220 sites. 

From there, I imposed my own criteria to further shorten the list, omitting places whose 

stories were of singular, isolated events, like a group picnic held once at Fairmount Park. 

Focus was instead placed on spaces that had a longer and more significant national, 

regional, or even local story attached to them. This list also imposed a temporal 

restriction, only including spaces with significance dating prior to 1990, so as to include 

the HIV/AIDS epidemic as well.1  LGBTQ+ individuals who stood out for personal 

exceptionalism or noteworthy contributions to Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ history also made 

the list. Although the list, regrettably, did not include abundant material on gender variant 

or transgender individuals, this list did not include sites whose affiliations with these 

                                                           
1 I selected 1990 as an end-date because a period of time needs to go by generally to properly assess a 
site or event’s significance. 
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groups was solely violent. This is a narrative that needs to be represented, but to do so 

without proper community engagement can also be fraught.  

After creating this preliminary list, based on Bob Skiba’s mapping project, I 

cross-referenced many of these sites against those discussed in Marc Stein's book, City of 

Sisterly and Brotherly Loves, and other secondary resources, like Dan Royle's 

dissertation, "'Don't We Die Too?': The Political Culture of African American AIDS 

Activism," and Kevin Mumford's article, "The Trouble With Gay Rights: Race and 

Politics of Sexual Orientation in Philadelphia, 1969-1982." Those that rose to the top 

(blue section) of the list are those with substantive narratives that I believe meet criteria 

of national significance, or at least contribute to larger national themes. At the end of my 

time as the OAH LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative Intern, the list stood at 59 sites. 

When one creates a site list inspired by a National Park Service theme study, one 

must submit said list for various reviews, both within the Park Service itself and within 

the local community of preservationists. As such, I first submitted the LGBTQ+ 

Philadelphia Site List for internal review within the National Park Service’s Northeast 

Regional Office, and subsequently submitted the list for an external review among 

Philadelphia’s historic preservationists and LGBTQ+ history experts. Susan Ferentinos, 

one of the authors on the LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative Theme Study and an historian of 

LGBTQ+ history, provided constructive criticisms pertaining primarily to a number of 

sites listed as “high potential as an NHL,” asserting that several seemed to lack the 

national significance to garner such recognition. She advised focusing on those sites 

which best adhered to the criteria required of potential National Historic Landmarks.2 

                                                           
2 Derek Duquette, Personal Correspondence with Susan Ferentinos, July 26, 2017. 
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This raised questions in my mind, however, of how those criteria and this process might 

disadvantage other LGBTQ+ historic sites. It raised this thesis project’s ultimate 

question: who determines what makes a site significant?  

In addition to this much appreciated commentary, Ferentinos also put forth a few 

other people and places to include on the list from her own research on the Northeast 

Region’s LGBTQ+ heritage study, like Reed Erickson who lived as a trans man 

beginning in the 1960s, and who used his wealth to fund numerous efforts at improving 

medical understandings of transgender identities. Ferentinos believed he lived in 

Philadelphia at some point between the 1940s and 1950s, living as part of the lesbian 

community at the time.3 Another significant queer historical figure she suggested 

researching was John Fryer, better known as “Dr. Anonymous,” the masked and vocally 

obscured psychiatrist who spoke out at the 1972 American Psychiatric Association 

Convention in Dallas, Texas, against the inclusion of homosexuality as a mental illness in 

the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.4 His role in speaking out, in 

conjunction with the presence of homophile activists Barbara Gittings and Frank 

Kameny, resulted in the APA’s removal of homosexuality from the DSM in 1973.5 

Finally, she advised looking into Gloria Casarez, a civil rights and LGBT rights activist 

in Philadelphia, most noted for being the Director of the Office of LGBT Affairs in 

Philadelphia City Hall from 2008 until her passing in 2014. During her tenure in this 

office, Philadelphia adopted the broadest legal LGBT protections in the country.6 Though 

                                                           
3 Ibid. 
4 Tracy Baim, Barbara Gittings: Gay Pioneer (Chicago: Tracy Baim and Kay Lahusen, 2015): p.109. 
5 Jack Drescher, “Out of DSM: Depathologizing Homosexuality,” Behavioral Sciences, Vol. 5 no. 4, p. 565-
566.  
6 Josh Middleton, “Gloria Casarez Passes Away at 42,” Philadelphia Magazine, October 19, 2014. 
https://www.phillymag.com/g-philly/2014/10/19/gloria-casarez-passes-away-42/. (Accessed 3/14/18). 

https://www.phillymag.com/g-philly/2014/10/19/gloria-casarez-passes-away-42/
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Ferentinos did not have abundant information on all of these individuals, she was certain 

their stories had potential as National Historic Landmarks based on NPS NHL criteria.  

During this internal review period, Megan Springate, the LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative 

Theme Study’s organizer, an LGBTQ+ Historian from the University of Maryland, and 

now an Interpretation Coordinator in the National Park Service’s Cultural Resources 

Office of Interpretation and Education and the National Coordinator of their 19th 

Amendment Centennial Commemoration, also provided suggestions for additional sites 

and stories to include on this list. Springate complimented the preliminary list’s diversity 

and additionally advised sites like the Institute of Contemporary Art, Walter Lear, and the 

Pennsylvania Prison Society. Springate provided include: Temple University, Institute of 

Contemporary Art, Walter Lear, and the Pennsylvania Prison Society.7  

Walter Lear was a pioneering doctor and activist who fought to make the medical 

profession more accepting of LGBTQ practitioners in the 1960s and 1970s. In the 1970s 

Lear was appointed commissioner of health services in Philadelphia, and in 1984 he was 

appointed to the Philadelphia Human Relations Commission by the mayor; the first 

openly gay member to join the agency.8  

In 1971, the Pennsylvania Prison Society co-sponsored a national conference on 

prison homosexuality in Philadelphia, with help from the National Institute of Law 

Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Peter Buffum of the Pennsylvania Prison Society then 

published “Homosexuality in Prisons,” a book based both on the conference’s findings 

                                                           
7 Derek Duquette, Personal Correspondence with Megan Springate, July 28, 2017.  
8 John F. Morrison, “Walter J. Lear, Health Official, Activist,” Philadelphia Inquirer, June 7, 2010. 
http://www.philly.com/philly/obituaries/20100607_Walter_J__Lear__health_official__activist.html. 
(Accessed: 3/14/18). 

http://www.philly.com/philly/obituaries/20100607_Walter_J__Lear__health_official__activist.html
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and the findings of an in-depth study on prison sexual violence conducted by 

Philadelphia Assistant District Attorney Alan Davis.9 

Finally, in 1988, Janet Kardon, of the Institute of Contemporary Art, organized an 

exhibition of Robert Mapplethorpe’s work. The exhibition was titled, “Robert 

Mapplethorpe: The Perfect Moment,” and it served as a retrospective of Mapplethorpe’s 

work as a photographer. Mapplethorpe died of AIDS related complications in 1989, but 

he was equally renowned, both for his homoerotic photography of nude Black men, and 

for his still life photography of flowers. The exhibit opened in Philadelphia’s Institute of 

Contemporary Art in the winter of 1988 and was to be shown at the Corcoran Gallery of 

Art in Washington D.C. during its subsequent tour, but after receiving considerable 

pushback from the Board and from Congress who considered Mapplethorpe’s work 

“obscene,” the exhibit was pulled. This incident fed a larger conversation in Congress, in 

which the Institute of Contemporary Arts was heavily involved, about what, in the arts, 

the government should and should not fund.10  

Again, when Springate provided these sites for additional research and potential 

inclusion on the Philadelphia LGBTQ+ Historic Sites List, she did so from an 

understanding that these sites contributed to national historical narratives in an 

exceptional way, thus meeting NHL criteria in one way or another. This situation arose 

yet again during the list’s external review. Among those who participated in the external 

review were Randal Baron of the Philadelphia Historical Commission, and Bob Skiba 

                                                           
9 Peter Buffum, Homosexuality in Prisons, (City News Publishing Co., 1971. 
10 Kevin Moore, “Whipping Up a Storm: How Robert Mapplethorpe Shocked America,” The Guardian, 
November 17, 2015. https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2015/nov/17/robert-mapplethorpe-
the-perfect-moment-25-years-later. (Accessed 3/14/18). 
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and Chris Bartlett of the William Way Community Center, both of whom have extensive 

knowledge of Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ history.  

From the practical perspective of an interning preservationist with a task to 

complete, Randal Baron provided invaluable insights on where to access the Philadelphia 

Register online and encouraged the inclusion of an additional criterion denoting whether 

the sites on the list are already recognized for their LGBTQ+ histories specifically. He 

asserted that this notation would be useful when others look over the list for places to 

prioritize, meaning those who have received no recognition, generally or for their 

LGBTQ+ historical themes. This, again, seems to place emphasis, as preservationists do, 

on the feasibility of acceptance to an historic register, rather than on the significance and 

meaning a given site holds to a broader audience. 

Chris Bartlett and Bob Skiba, unlike all previously mentioned reviewers, are not 

preservationists. Bartlett is the Executive Director of the William Way Community 

Center, and happens to be knowledgeable about Philadelphia’s queer history, whereas 

Skiba is the curator for the John J. Wilcox Jr. Archives housed on the Center’s third floor. 

As such, their suggestions were made less from a focus on criteria adherence than on 

locally significant stories. Skiba of course saw the similarities between the list and his 

mapping project. Bartlett on the other hand made suggestions I had overlooked while 

utilizing Skiba’s mapping project as an initial guideline. Bartlett advised the inclusion of 

Philadelphia Gay News (PGN), the city's original major gay news source, and in so doing 

to also read about PGN's founder, Mark Segal.11 Segal is a Philadelphia native, and 

                                                           
11 Derek Duquette, Personal Correspondence with Chris Bartlett, October 16, 2017. 
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founded PGN in 1976 after meeting and being inspired by Frank Kameny.12 Segal also 

has a history of activism. In 1972, after being thrown out of a dance for dancing with a 

male partner, Segal crashed an evening broadcast of WPVI-TV, an act which came to be 

known as a "zap," and which became a popular form of activism among LGBT 

activists.13 As to the significance of Philadelphia Gay News itself, the news source is the 

oldest LGBT publication in the United States as a weekly publication. It is currently the 

largest such source on the East Coast with a weekly readership of approximately 50,000 

readers.14 The publication's original headquarters was 233 S. 13th Street from 1976-1983, 

and is currently located at 503-505 S. 4th Street in Old City.  

 My interactions with historic preservationists in creating this list provided 

valuable insights into the priorities behind the sites that are considered significant enough 

to nominate, but it also provided a broader historical understanding of LGBTQ+ 

Philadelphia. In examining the numerous sites in Philadelphia connected to its LGBTQ+ 

history, I came to understand the dynamic and far-reaching ways in which queer 

Philadelphians both found and created their own spaces. In understanding how queer 

Philadelphians have made room for themselves in the past, I was ready to consider how 

queer Philadelphians found and created space in the present, and more importantly, how 

the significance of the places in which they congregated resonates with them.  

 

 

                                                           
12 Julia Klein, “20 Years as a Gay Establishment: Philadelphia Gay News Publisher Mark Segal Has Made 
Waves Since 1976, Yet He Can Claim Respectability Today,” Philadelphia Inquirer, January 22, 1996.  
13 Edward Alwood, “Walter Cronkite and the Gay Rights Movement,” The Washington Post, July 26, 2009. 
14 Philadelphia Gay News, “About the Philadelphia Gay News,” Philadelphia Gay News: Community, 2014. 
http://www.epgn.com/community. (Accessed: 3/14/18).  

http://www.epgn.com/community
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Community Outreach at Philly PrideFest 2017 

The question that preservationists ignited about how queer Philadelphians ascribe 

significance to physical spaces further developed in my internship’s next phase through 

the outreach work I performed as the LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative Intern with the 

National Park Service through the Philly PrideFest Memory Mapping Project. Sunday, 

June 18th, was Philadelphia's PrideFest at Penn's Landing and it was there that I 

conducted an LGBTQ+ memory mapping project at the William Way Community 

Center’s outreach booth. In the weeks leading up to the event, I developed a plan to 

engage with Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community about what places mattered most to 

them in the city as part of my internship with the NPS’s Northeast Regional Office. The 

plan was to bring a large map of the full city, not just Center City, and I would ask 

participants, “Where did you first feel connected to the LGBT community in 

Philadelphia?” and would then invite them to place corresponding pins and notes on the 

map. It is worth noting that there are those in Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community who 

view Philly PrideFest as a white and “corporatized” venture that often neglects to 

represent Philadelphia’s queer people of color.15 For this reason, although there were 

queer people of color present at the event, none of them approached my stand, meaning 

my participants were white, likely middle-class, and primarily cisgendered. 

When the event concluded, there were thirty-six pinned locations on the map, 

some of which were repeats. Despite the modest turnout represented quantitatively by the 

pins, there were considerably more people who visited the map, asked about it, and 

expressed interest and appreciation for it. Sometimes those who approached me but did 

                                                           
15 Posts and comments from the secret Philly Queer Exchange Facebook group dated February 24, 2017 
and June 12, 2017. 
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not add pins to the map were often not Philadelphia natives. There were also groups of 

people who would approach, but would collectively contribute one pin. I asked 

participants where they first felt connected to Philadelphia's LGBT community, and 

when. I received answers in the form of individuals who welcomed them (Mel Heifetz 

and Carmen Lewis), bars (Sisters, Dirty Frank's, Woody's), events (Pride/Fest, first 

crushes), institutions (AIDS Fund, William Way, University of Pennsylvania LGBT 

Center, Temple University, Trans Health Conference), and even churches (United 

Methodist Church in Germantown). This broad spectrum of responses was particularly 

useful in my work with the National Park Service because the LGBTQ+ Site Assessment 

List included an equally thematically diverse set of places, and I could easily connect the 

places these participants considered valuable to those. This thematic diversity is also 

significant because most of the pins were consolidated within Center City. Thus, these 

different answers imply the different spaces that participants consider important, 

regardless of location. 

Going in to PrideFest to conduct this project I knew of a few drawbacks I was 

likely to encounter. As previously mentioned, PrideFest is perceived increasingly as a 

consumerist entity, particularly because attendees must now pay for entry. With this in 

mind, I anticipated I would not receive much participation from lower income LGBTQ+ 

individuals or people of color.16 I also suspected that most of the sites that participants 

would pin to the map would be located in Center City around the “Gayborhood” 

(commonly understood to be between Chesnut St. to the north and Pine St. to the south, 

                                                           
16 Ibid. 
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and between South Broad St. and S. 11th St.)17. This would, of course, be only a partial 

representation of LGBTQ+ life and presence in Philadelphia, as LGBTQ+ people live in 

all parts of the city. Lower income LGBTQ+ Philadelphians, for example, cannot afford 

to live in Center City where rent is expensive. Historically speaking, lower income 

LGBTQ+ Philadelphians have lived in the Germantown and North Philadelphia areas like 

Germantown and Mount Airy.18 Participating in Center City institutions and living in 

Center City are not mutually exclusive categories, but to say that all LGBTQ+ 

experiences worth noting are found within the confines of Center City would be untrue. 

While most of the sites provided by participants were located within Center City, there 

were a smattering of places in Germantown, North Philly, West Philadelphia, and South 

Philadelphia.  

In terms of successes on this project, despite the general concentration of sites 

within Center City, as outlined above, the kinds of spaces provided by participants were 

thematically diverse. Several people pinned sites affiliated with educational institutions 

like Temple University and the University of Pennsylvania. Others pinned sites affiliated 

with health organizations like the AIDS Fund, the Trans Health Conference, Mazzoni 

Center, and the AIDS Activities Coordinating Office. Still others pinned bars and 

restaurants like Woody’s, Dirty Frank’s, and Sisters. One person even pinned the United 

Methodist Church in Germantown, a religious institution. Although the map totaled a 

final of thirty-six pins, this thematic diversity of sites strikes me as significant and at least 

                                                           
17 Philly Gay Pride, “The Gayborhood,” http://www.phillygaypride.org/the-gayborhood/. (Accessed 
3/21/18). Philly Gay Pride asserts that the city of Philadelphia officially recognized the Gayborhood.  
18 Marc Stein, City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves: Lesbian and Gay Philadelphia, 1945-1972, (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 2004): p.37, “Bello notes that lesbians preferred West Philly and 
Germantown/Mt. Airy because “it’s cheaper out of Center City.””   

http://www.phillygaypride.org/the-gayborhood/
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somewhat representative of LGBTQ+ life in Philadelphia, and I therefore considered it a 

success.  

At the end of this project, and with the knowledge accrued from the LGBTQ+ 

Site Assessment Project, I became determined to take what I learned from the Philly 

PrideFest Memory Mapping project and use it to inform a larger, follow-up memory 

mapping project. This subsequent project manifested itself in this thesis project. I 

determined that what I would need to do differently is: 1) Find a way to engage a broader 

audience, both with respect to age, class, gender, and race; 2) Ensure that responses are 

more spatially diverse, and thus are not constrained to the boundaries of the Gayborhood 

or Center City. The questions I later asked to attain this were general, “What places in 

Philadelphia matter to you most as an LGBTQ+ person? Where did you first feel 

connected to other LGBTQ+ people in this city?” If participants would mention a 

background in neighborhoods other than in Center City I would follow that narrative and 

ask follow up questions about their experiences as an LGBTQ+ person there.  

Although I was fortunate to receive listing of sites relating to transgender and 

gender variant individuals, I wanted to ensure that the next iteration of this project would 

equitably represent the “T” within LGBT. Furthermore, it seemed critical to diversify my 

pool of participants by age, class, and race. Most of the participants at PrideFest were 

younger, likely middle-class, white people. To equitably represent Philadelphia’s 

LGBTQ+ community the subsequent version of this project needed to include older 

people, people of lower income, and people of color. By improving that representation, I 

sought to ensure that the spaces “pinned” on this project would no longer fall almost 

exclusively within Center City.  
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These resolutions are what most informed my methodology for this project.  I 

resolved to develop a follow-up oral history project using both formal oral history 

interviews and interactions with LGBTQ+ Philadelphians through social media platforms 

like Facebook. The social media aspect was most likely to draw white and middle-class 

LGBTQ+ Philadelphians, and so to ensure equitable representation I elected to reach out 

to local LGBTQ+ organizations with whom I could establish groups with which to 

conduct oral history interviews. As Springate writes in her “A Note About 

Intersectionality,” individuals who are “excluded from the normalized, mainstream gay 

rights movement and therefore its history—to varying degrees—include those living on 

low incomes, people with disabilities, people of color, the elderly, women, transgender 

people, drag queens, bisexuals, those living in rural areas, and those whose sexual 

practices fall outside the realm of the socially acceptable, described by Gayle Rubin as 

the “charmed circle.””19 In reaching out to groups that seek to elevate the voices of these 

individuals, I considered arguments from preservationists like Kurt Dongoske and 

Theresa Pasqual, who strongly advocated for the inclusion of Native Americans in efforts 

to preserve their culture.20 Opening up this dialogue and hearing stories of queer spaces 

that no longer exist physically also required me to consider what responsibilities 

preservationists have towards preserving places that have been torn down, but which 

                                                           
19 Megan Springate, “A Note About Intersectionality,” in LGBTQ America: A Theme Study of Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer History, ed. Megan Springate, (Published Online, 2016): p. 4.  
20 Kurt E. Dongoske and Theresa Pasqual, “Steps towards Decolonizing the National Historic Preservation 
Act,” in Bending the Future: 50 Ideas for the Next 50 Years of Historic Preservation in the United States, 
eds. Max Page and Marla R. Miller (Amherst and Boston: University of Massachusetts Press, 2016): p. 70. 
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persist in memory, as Jamie Kalven addressed in his piece, “Preservation and 

Invisibility.” 21 

The groups I contacted for interviews included Philadelphia’s Office of LGBT 

Affairs, COLOURS, GALAEI, the John C. Anderson Apartments, the William Way 

Community Center, and Philly Black Pride. The John C. Anderson Apartments and the 

William Way Community Center have a substantial LGBTQ+ elder member base, 

making them key places to document older LGBTQ+ Philadelphians. COLOURS and 

Philly Black Pride are organizations that work to serve Philadelphia’s African-American 

LGBTQ+ population, the former is a health services provider and the latter as an 

organization that organizes events for LGBTQ+ people of color. GALAEI serves 

Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ Latinx population. Finally, I contacted Amber Hikes, executive 

director of the Philadelphia Office of LGBT Affairs because the Office is the city 

government’s primary liaison to the city’s diverse and dispersed LGBTQ+ community.  

In addition to this oral history interview component, I opened a forum for discussion on a 

Facebook group with 5,217 members, all of whom are LGBTQ+ individuals in 

Philadelphia.22 This group serves primarily as a public forum where members can 

exchange information on anything from health to things for sale. It is a closed group, and 

to protect the identities of members I will not include the name of the group itself. That 

said, a significant benefit to this social media platform was the sheer number of people to 

which I had access. I posted in the thread asking the same primary questions I asked in 

                                                           
21 Jamie Kalven, “Preservation and Invisibility,” in Bending the Future: 50 Ideas for the Next 50 Years of 
Historic Preservation in the United States, eds. Max Page and Marla R. Miller (Amherst and Boston: 
University of Massachusetts Press, 2016): p. 124. 
22 Derek Duquette, “Facebook Post Calling for History Project Participants,” December 15, 2017. 
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the oral history interviews. I also responded to participants with several follow-up 

questions. 

The primary question I asked participants of both the oral history interviews and 

Facebook thread is, “What places in Philadelphia matter most to you as an LGBTQ+ 

individual, and why?” In Dolores Hayden’s book, The Power of Place: Urban 

Landscapes as Public History, she argues that much of the significance that sites hold is 

tied to people’s memories thereof and how this transcends generations. and ultimately, 

how those memories are what make that location so important. She explains that this is 

the power of place, that locations can draw people in through their significance to their 

memories.23 I followed Hayden’s example by asking questions that request emotionally 

and intellectually invested responses, but not without following traditional oral historical 

methods. For example, in Marc Stein’s book, City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves, he 

asked his narrators to tell stories of queer establishments they frequented throughout 

Philadelphia.24 In their book, Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold, Madeline Davis and 

Elizabeth Kennedy asked their narrators about the culture in a Buffalo, NY lesbian 

community through their spaces in lesbian bars and house parties, which they interpreted 

as an early model of lesbian consciousness in the 1940s-50s preceding the activism that 

emerged in the 1960s.25 The interviews also sought information about sites of queer 

consciousness and community, but unlike these studies, I also sought to engage the 

                                                           
23 Dolores Hayden, “Claiming Urban Landscapes as Public History,” in The Power of Place: Urban 
Landscapes as Public History (MIT Press, 2014): p. 9. 
24 Marc Stein, City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves: Lesbian and Gay Philadelphia, 1945-1972 (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 2004). On page 59, for example, narrator Anita Cornwall shared her memories of 
Rusty’s, a prominent lesbian bar in the 1950s-1960s. 
25  Madeline D. Davis and Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy, Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold: The History of a 
Lesbian Community (New York: Routledge, Inc., 1993): p. 2. 
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personal connections my narrators held with these places and what that meaning can 

teach preservationists.  

The questions prompted respondents to share personal stories connected to 

specific places, which I subsequently contextualized within a thematic framework like 

that of the Philly PrideFest Memory Mapping project. I looked at the places presented 

and noted whether they were, for example, a bar/restaurant/club, religious space, park, 

health institution, or educational place. Then, based on the stories participants connected 

with their site, I followed up by asking what compelled them to connect emotionally with 

that particular site.  

Based on their connections to these sites, I analyzed what their responses might 

teach preservationists. To do this, however, one must first understand what 

preservationist practice looks like. The three strongest preservation forces in Philadelphia 

available are the Preservation Alliance of Greater Philadelphia, the National Park 

Service, and the Philadelphia Historical Commission. The Preservation Alliance of 

Greater Philadelphia, a local preservation organization founded in 1979 which promotes 

“the appreciation, protection, and appropriate use and development of the Philadelphia 

region’s historic buildings, communities and landscapes.”26 In 2007, the Preservation 

Alliance of Greater Philadelphia published a guidebook on how to nominate a space in 

the city for preservation and protected status. The nomination form requires various types 

of information about a site, from the site’s address to any references made to the site in 

publications.27 The Alliance suggests providing this level of detailed information to 

                                                           
26 Preservation Alliance of Greater Philadelphia, “Our Mission,” About Us. 
http://www.preservationalliance.com/about/ (Accessed 3/21/18). 
27 Preservation Alliance of Greater Philadelphia, How to Nominate an Individual Building, Structure, Site, or 
Object to the Philadelphia Register of Historic Places, 2007: pp. 10-16. 

http://www.preservationalliance.com/about/
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describe the space with all its pertinent information and boundaries, its currently use, a 

description of its physicality, its historic, social, or cultural significance to the city, and 

how or whether it has been referenced in any scholarship. A particularly important 

section in the nomination form sets forth criteria under which a site might be significant. 

Each of these criteria attests to the site’s significance, both historically and 

architecturally, and it is worth noting that the application gives equal importance to the 

site’s architectural character and its collective social, historic, and cultural significance to 

the city. For example, criterion (b) refers to sites “associated with an event of importance 

to the history of the City, Commonwealth, or Nation.”28  Simultaneously, there are 

criteria like criterion (c) which emphasize the site’s architectural exceptionalism.29  

A site may be significant historically, socially, or culturally, but without that 

architectural component, the Philadelphia Historical Commission may not consider that 

site as worthy as another, more aesthetically pleasing building. Established in 1955, The 

Philadelphia Historical Commission is responsible for considering sites for addition to 

the Philadelphia Register of Historic Places. Although contemporary preservation 

organizations have moved towards an equal appreciation of both historical and 

architectural significance, a site’s architectural lack of exceptionality could impact the 

likelihood of a site’s acceptance into the Philadelphia Register of Historic Places.30 

 As for the National Park Service, let us examine their preservationist practice by 

engaging with the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The NRHP was initiated 

                                                           
28 Copy of a “Nomination of Historic Building, Structure, Site, or Object; Philadelphia Register of Historic 
Places; Philadelphia Historical Commission,” in Ibid, p. 22. 
29 Ibid, Criterion (c) reads: “Reflects the environment in an era characterized by a distinctive architectural 
style.” 
30 Philadelphia Historical Commission website, accessed 5/3/17, 
http://www.phila.gov/historical/Pages/default.aspx  

http://www.phila.gov/historical/Pages/default.aspx
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with the 1966 Historic Preservation Act.31 As with the form for the Preservation Alliance 

of Greater Philadelphia, the NRHP nomination form requires information and 

descriptions of the site’s historical and physical exceptionality, as well as whether there 

are bibliographic references to the site. Also similar to the form for the Philadelphia 

Historical Commission, nomination forms for the NRHP include a list of criteria under 

which a site may be significant. This again includes criteria, in this case called Criterion 

(A), which regards a “Property associated with events that have made a significant 

contribution to the broad patterns of our history.”32 All told, in looking at the four criteria 

that a prospective historic site must meet to be nominated to the National Register of 

Historic Places, and in addition to Criterion (A) described above, one focuses on 

contributions to our understanding of prehistory (Criterion D) , one focuses exclusively 

on architectural exceptionalism (Criterion C), and one focuses on sites affiliated with the 

lives of significant persons (Criterion B).33 Prehistory is perhaps entirely disconnected 

from modern examinations of LGBTQ+ history,  and although architecture could be 

connected to LGBTQ+ history, this seems unlikely unless the architect were LGBTQ+. 

This leaves preservationists with two potential criteria through which to examine 

LGBTQ+ historic sites: those related to exceptional events and those connected to 

exceptional people.   

                                                           
31 “Subdivision 1: General Provisions, Chapter 3001: Policy,” The National Historic Preservation Act, as 
amended December 16, 2016. 
32 National Park Service, NRHP Nomination Form for the Carrington House in Fire Island, New York (Nov. 
22, 2013): p. 4. 
33 National Park Service, NRHP nomination form for the Furies Collective in Washington, D.C., (March 18, 
2016): pp. 4. Criteria Consideration (G) reads: “less than 50 years of age or achieved significance within 
the past 50 years.” 
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On the nomination forms for the Philadelphia Register of Historic Places, 

according to the Preservation Alliance of Greater Philadelphia, of the ten criteria a site 

must meet, six of these relate to a site’s architecture or connection to its surrounding 

neighborhood’s architecture, one relates to prehistory, and only the remaining three 

address significant events, people, or cultural trends. Although a site need only meet one 

of these, that many of these criteria do not provide immediately apparent avenues for the 

preservation of LGBTQ+ historic sites strikes me as noteworthy. This does provide 

avenues for preserving LGBTQ+ historic sites, but at the local preservation level, 

significant emphasis is placed on sites’ architectural significance, which again raises and 

emphasizes the question, how much must one justify a site’s architectural prestige in 

order for its historical integrity to gain a fair hearing?34 

Currently there are ten LGBT historic sites listed on the National Register of 

Historic Places, and many are historic homes in Long Island, NY, Connecticut, or 

Washington, D.C. which belonged to famous political figures like Frank Kameny, 

authors like James Merrill, or theater directors and patrons of the arts like Frank 

Carrington, sites which achieve significance under either Criteria (B) or (C), which assert 

significance under either connection to a significant person or to a site’s architectural 

exceptionalism.35 That these are historic houses is not to diminish their significance, but 

that their significance stems from individuals’ prominence raises questions of class 

among the sites the National Park Service elected to preserve.  

                                                           
34 Preservation Alliance of Greater Philadelphia, How to Nominate an Individual Building, Structure, Site, or 
Object to the Philadelphia Register of Historic Places, 2007: pp. 10-16. 
35 National Park Service, NRHP Nomination Form for the Carrington House in Fire Island, New York (Nov. 
22, 2013): p. 4. 
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These traditional modes of preservation do not necessarily always connect well to 

the testimonies of LGBTQ+ Philadelphians about the places that matter to them, which 

may not be remembered for their architectural significance, their associations with noted 

historical figures or events. With all of this in mind, we return to answer through this 

project: How can the testimonies from LGBTQ+ Philadelphians regarding places they 

consider important inspire change within general preservationist practice? 
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CHAPTER 3 

“QUEERING” SIGNIFICANCE 

Depending on the agency working to preserve an historic site, there are a variety of 

factors they consider. These criteria, historically, have focused primarily on the 

architectural exceptionalism of the building in question, which betrays an assumption that 

only built structures ought to be preserved. More recently, however, these criteria have 

expanded between various preservationist agencies to focus on the stories associated with 

a space as much as the physical composition of the space itself, hence the advent of 

projects like the National Park Service’s theme study advocating for inclusion of 

LGBTQ+ narratives in the National Register of Historic. But do these criteria still leave 

something out? I argue that the structures put in place by preservationist agencies’ criteria 

neglect the histories of marginalized populations, particularly LGBTQ+ communities. 

With this in mind, this section will be devoted to hearing stories from queer 

Philadelphians about the places that matter most to them, further “queering” our 

understanding of significance.  

 

How Do Criteria Neglect Marginalized Histories? 

 This question of privilege in preservation inherently neglects those sites that are 

either disconnected from exceptional individuals or detached from elite architectural 

structures. In the National Park Service, the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, 

queer/questioning+ (LGBTQ+) historic sites preserved as National Historic Landmarks 

(NHLs) or on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) are connected almost 

exclusively to white gay men. However, the exceptions to this rule include the Bayard 
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Rustin residence in New York City and the Furies Collective Home in Washington, D.C. 

This neglects those who do not fit into what Megan Springate refers to as the “charmed 

circle,”  

 This preferential representation given to white gay men is also present in the state 

commemorative markers in Philadelphia. The three state historical markers 

commemorate the lives of individuals like Barbara Gittings, the Annual Reminder Days 

demonstrations of 1965-69, and Giovanni’s Room. The markers that do not subscribe to 

this whitewashed version of Philadelphia’s queer history neglect to mention its queerness 

at all. Such is the case of the marker commemorating Billie Holiday, who in addition to 

being one of the most prominent jazz singers in American history was a known bisexual.1 

Holiday’s marker was dedicated in 1993, however, long before Pennsylvania recognized 

LGBTQ+ history in its commemorative marker program (the first of these was in 2005).2   

 What further complicates this, is that some of the significant sites related to 

Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ history have since been torn down as the city renews itself. The 

restaurant Dewey’s (later Little Pete’s), was located at 219 S. 17th Street between the 

1950s and 1970s. Dewey’s itself was part of a local restaurant chain in Philadelphia. In 

May 1965, transgender and gay people in Philadelphia attained their first victory over 

discrimination after holding the first successful sit-in for gay rights in the country at this 

Dewey’s. According to Bob Skiba, Philadelphia’s preeminent local LGBTQ+ historian 

and head curator of the John J. Wilcox Jr. Archives, “During the 1960s, the Dewey’s 

                                                           
1 Donald E. Hall and Maria Pramaggiore, eds., RePresenting Bisexualities: Subjects and Cultures of Fluid Desire, 
(New York City: NYU Press, 1996). 
2 Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, “Billie Holiday State Commemorative Marker,” dedicated 
1993; Philadelphia Historical and Museum Commission, “Gay Rights Demonstrations July 4, 1965-1969,” the first 
marker in Pennsylvania for LGBTQ+ history dedicated on July 1, 2005.  
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chain had about 18 locations all over Center City. The one on 13th Street was open all 

night, making it the perfect hangout after the nearby bars and after-hours clubs closed. 

Widely known as the “fag” Dewey’s, it was packed late into the night with a whole 

spectrum of drag queens, hustlers, dykes, leather men and Philly cops looking for a cup 

of coffee — a cross section of life on 13th Street. Philadelphia’s ‘gay ghetto.’”3 This 

Dewey’s was meant to be an exception, however, not the rule, and management at the 

Dewey’s on 17th Street refused to serve queer patrons. Thus, on April 25, 1965, more 

than 150 protestors of varying races, sexual orientations, and gender identities staged a 

sit-in. Many were arrested, but the activists continued to organize and after a second sit-in 

on May 2, management at the Dewey’s on 17th Street agreed to cease their discriminatory 

practices.4  

These were the first successful Gay Rights sit-ins in the country, even before the 

“sip-in” held at Julius’ Bar in New York City on April 21, 1966.5 But in 2017, the 

property at 219 S. 17th Street was razed to make room for a new luxury hotel in Center 

City.6 As the structure fell, its physical integrity, an essential and valued characteristic of 

historical significance among preservationists, vanished with it. The site has thus far not 

been recognized with a state historical marker. But there are those who argue there 

should be more to historic preservation than physical remains. As Jamie Kalven asked in 

                                                           
3 Bob Skiba, “Before There Was Stonewall, There Was Dewey’s,” Philadelphia Gay News, (May 24, 2017). 
http://www.epgn.com/news/local/12065-before-there-was-stonewall-there-was-dewey-s.  (Accessed 
12/19/17). 
4 Susan Ferentinos, “Dewey’s Lunch Counter Sit-In,” The Encyclopedia of Greater Philadelphia, (2016). 
http://philadelphiaencyclopedia.org/archive/deweys-lunch-counter-sit-in/. (Accessed 12/19/17).  
5 Andrew S. Dolkart, et. al., Julius‘ Bar National Register of Historic Places Registration Form, March 25, 
2016.   
6 Michael Klein, “Little Pete’s Gets a Deadline to Leave 17th Street,” Philadelphia Inquirer, (January 3, 
2017). http://www.philly.com/philly/blogs/the-insider/Little-Petes-diner-gets-deadline-to-leave-17th-
Street.html. (Accessed 12/19/17).  

http://www.epgn.com/news/local/12065-before-there-was-stonewall-there-was-dewey-s
http://philadelphiaencyclopedia.org/archive/deweys-lunch-counter-sit-in/
http://www.philly.com/philly/blogs/the-insider/Little-Petes-diner-gets-deadline-to-leave-17th-Street.html
http://www.philly.com/philly/blogs/the-insider/Little-Petes-diner-gets-deadline-to-leave-17th-Street.html
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his chapter “Preservation and Invisibility,” within Bending the Future: 50 Ideas for the 

Next 50 Years of Historic Preservation in the United States, “What responsibilities do 

preservationists bear to the unpreserved, to places and populations that have been 

disappeared?”7 He asserts that the answer can only be found when historic 

preservationists, “directly engage the ways structural inequalities in our society are 

expressed, reinforced, and hidden by the built environment.”8 He argues that 

preservationists must return to their “radical” nature, meaning they must get to the root of 

any site’s story.9 

 Christina Hanhardt’s chapter in the National Park Service’s LGBTQ+ Heritage 

Initiative Theme Study, “Making Community: The Places and Spaces of LGBTQ 

Collective Identity Formation,” echoes Kalven’s opinion. She advocates for the 

preservation of those nontraditional sites where queer Americans found each other and 

built their communities. She asserted that, “it has often been outside—on the street, in the 

park, in a public field—sometimes under different auspices than assumed and at other 

times under the cover of foliage that LGBTQ people have found each other.”10 Not only 

are these nontraditional sites key to understanding a wider and more accurate version of 

LGBTQ+ history, they also reveal the importance these sites held to the real queer people 

who found solace there. In my communications with queer Philadelphians it was this 

authentic connection to place I found in their responses.  

                                                           
7 Jamie Kalven, “Preservation and Invisibility,” in Bending the Future: 50 Ideas for the Next 50 Years of 
Historic Preservation in the United States, eds. Max Page and Marla R. Miller (Amherst and Boston: 
University of Massachusetts Press, 2016): p. 124. 
8 Ibid, p.125. 
9 Ibid, p. 126. 
10 Christina Hanhardt, “Making Community: The Places and Spaces of LGBTQ Collective Identity 
Formation,” in LGBTQ America: A Theme Study of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer History, 
ed. Megan Springate, (Published Online, 2016): p. 15. 
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 In reviewing the processes by which preservationist agencies like the National 

Park Service and the Preservation Alliance of Greater Philadelphia preserve historic sites, 

the closest they come to addressing the significance of such sites to real people is by 

documenting the historical narratives imbued in those places.  

 

Somewhere, A Place For Us 

 In listening to the stories from members of Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community, 

they lend themselves to three different themes: 1) Emotional Connections to 

Architecturally Unremarkable Places, 2) Remembering the Places That Once Were, and 

3) Nomadic Loci of Community. This first theme addresses those sites that are either 

architecturally mundane, connected to unremarkable buildings, or simply are not physical 

structures; they might be parks, alleys, and street corners. The second theme addresses 

stories of sites like the Dewey’s property which once held great historic significance but 

has since been torn down. The third and final theme invokes the stories of places within 

Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community that are not or have not always been fixed in space, 

but which provide a place where they can connect and commune with one another. 

Although the sites mentioned in the stories that these participants shared may not be 

fitting for preservation according to the current guidelines of agencies like the Park 

Service or the Philadelphia Historical Commission, it is also worth considering what 

these stories and sites might tell us about the kinds of places that LGBTQ+ 

Philadelphians, and thus LGBTQ+ Americans, hold near and dear themselves.  
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Forging Connections in the Void 

 In the 1970s and 1980s the 2000 blocks of Delancey, Pine, and Spruce Streets 

were colloquially known as the “Merry-Go-Round.” This was one of the popular cruising 

areas for gay men in Philadelphia’s Rittenhouse neighborhood.11 Cruising, walking the 

streets or around a park in search of same-sex romantic partners, was and remains a staple 

in queer culture, particularly among gay men. In George Chauncey Jr.’s book, Gay New 

York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay Male World, 1890-1940,  he 

described the popularity of parks and streets as cruising places due to the opportunities 

they provided “young men and newcomers to the city with a point of entry into the rest of 

the gay world, which was sometimes hidden from men looking for it by the same codes 

and subterfuges that protected it from hostile straight intrusions.”12  

 Marc Stein’s work on Philadelphia’s gay and lesbian history, City of Sisterly and 

Brotherly Loves: Lesbian and Gay Philadelphia, 1945-1972, provided examples of 

popular cruising grounds in Philadelphia. He explains that Rittenhouse Square, the park 

in the center of this neighborhood, was one of the most popular cruising grounds in the 

city. He states that the Square’s popularity predates World War II. One of his oral history 

narrators, John Taylor, asserted that he met people in the park and explained how the 

cruising there worked.13 “You would walk or you would sit on a bench until you made 

eye contact with somebody and then you’d start talking and very frequently the types that 

I was interested in would be living near Rittenhouse Square. So that was my first 

                                                           
11 Marc Stein, City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves: Lesbian and Gay Philadelphia, 1945-1972, (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 2004): p. 96. 
12 George Chauncey Jr., Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay Male World, 
1890-1940 (New York City: BasicBooks, 1994): p. 180.  
13 Marc Stein, City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves: Lesbian and Gay Philadelphia, 1945-1972, (Temple 
University Press, 2004): p. 87. 
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experience going to somebody’s apartment.”14  This attests to the park’s popularity, but 

also its significance as a locus of connection for gay men in the area, possibly for the first 

time, as was John Taylor’s experience.  

 Adjacent to Rittenhouse Park, the Merry-Go-Round is a storied location. 

Furthermore, those cruising here were not only gay men, but lesbians as well.15 One 

narrator, George Axler described the scene in the 1950s, saying, “I saw two gay men and 

I followed them. . . .to a gay bar. I didn’t know where to go or how to find a gay place in 

Center City.” Another narrator, James Roberts, likened the scene to “sharks circling 

bait.”16 For two of my own narrators, they considered this one of the places where they 

could find others like them. Certainly, cruising came with a sexual understanding, but it 

was as much about the connections made with other queer individuals as it was about sex. 

These two narrators are Tyrone Smith and Kenneth Bell, older, black gay men from 

North and West Philadelphia respectively. While Smith spoke of meeting other gay men 

in bars, Bell was adamant that he only visited bars to drink. If he intended to meet 

someone, he would walk around areas like the Merry-Go-Round.17 Though Stein’s 

narrators, James Roberts and George Axler, shared experiences from the 1950s, Smith 

and Bell’s experiences would have taken place from the 1960s onward.  

Interestingly enough, there are physical remnants today to remind unsuspecting 

passersby of the Merry-Go-Round’s presence in Rittenhouse. In her article, “The Curious 

Case of Rittenhouse’s ‘No Gay Cruising’ Sign,” Sue Spolan informed Philadelphia 

                                                           
14 Ibid, p. 88. 
15 Ibid, p. 96; It is worth noting that, although Stein states that the Merry-Go-Round was popular among 
lesbians as well as gay men, he did not include oral history testimony from the women with whom he 
spoke, and only included comments from his gay male sources.  
16 Ibid, p. 96. 
17 Derek Duquette, “Interview with Kenneth Bell and Tyrone Smith, December 14, 2017.”  
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Magazine readers of that area’s story.  This physical remnant exists in the form of a sign 

instructing motorists that left turns are banned from midnight to 5AM daily. According to 

Spolan, this sign was erected in 1974, and she cites a Philadelphia Inquirer article from 

June of 1974 which offered further explanation. According to that article, the streets were 

“an integral part of the late-night and early-morning gay cruising circuit.” Some resident 

had apparently complained about “the heavy traffic” and likely responded negatively to 

cruising itself. For Spolan, this sign is a reminder of when Philadelphia Mayor Frank 

Rizzo was the city’s police commissioner.18 Rizzo notoriously targeted minorities and 

raided gay hotspots, both as commissioner and mayor.19 Given the Merry-Go-Round’s 

enduring legacy in Rittenhouse, and its connection to the divisive history surrounding 

Rizzo, its story should be included in the Rittenhouse or Washington West Historic 

Districts.  

Although the Merry-Go-Round was a popular spot for cruising in Philadelphia’s 

Center City, there were other such places in the city’s other neighborhoods. Smith and 

Bell recalled a place nicknamed “Gay Acres,” in Fairmount Park, which is located in 

north-west Philadelphia, an area near Germantown which was historically home to many 

of Philadelphia’s queer people of color.20 The name “Gay Acres,” according to Bell, was 

inspired by Fire Island in New York. Gay men would meet out in “Gay Acres,” and either 

                                                           
18 Sue Spolan, “The Curious Case of Rittenhouse’s ‘No Gay Cruising’ Sign,” Philadelphia Magazine 
(11/11/2017). http://www.phillymag.com/news/2017/11/11/delancey-left-turns-merry-go-round/. 
Accessed: 12/22/2017. 
19 Marc Stein, City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves: Lesbian and Gay Philadelphia, 1945-1972, (Temple 
University Press, 2004). Stein describes Rizzo’s attacks on the Black Panthers on p. 331, raids on gay coffee 
shops and clubs on pages 155, and 158-61. Examples of Rizzo’s targeting gay coffeeshops can be found in 
articles of Philadelphia’s Evening Bulletin dated February 14, 1959 and February 18, 1959 (“Rizzo’s Raiders 
Strike Again” and “Rizzo the Raider Tours Coffee Spots” respectively). 
20 Marc Stein, City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves: Lesbian and Gay Philadelphia, 1945-1972, (Temple 
University Press, 2004): p. 44.  

http://www.phillymag.com/news/2017/11/11/delancey-left-turns-merry-go-round/
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take one another home, or have intimate relations there.21 This once again calls to mind 

Christina Hanhardt’s assertion that, for queer people, “it has often been outside—on the 

street, in the park, in a public field—sometimes under different auspices than assumed 

and at other times under the cover of foliage that LGBTQ people have found each 

other.”22 It was not always “under the cover of foliage,” however. Bell and Smith both 

went on to explain that cruising in the 1960s also took place in public spaces, like the 

bathrooms of Philadelphia’s central train station, 30th Street Station, or at bus stations, or 

even department stores.23 To the mainstream, cruising might come across as little more 

than public sex, but for LGBTQ+ individuals, historically, cruising in public but secluded 

spaces allowed them to forge connections discretely in open spaces, unlike gay bars and 

restaurants which were frequently raided by the police.24 

 

Remembering the Places that Once Were 

 The sign in Rittenhouse put up in 1974 to discourage cruising is an easily 

overlooked, but no less present, physical reminder of the queer nightlife that once 

prevailed there. But what of the stories of places that the city and its many urban 

developers have torn down? When it comes to historic preservation, it is generally 

assumed that for preservation to transpire there must be a “there” there.25 Nevertheless, 

                                                           
21 Derek Duquette, “Interview with Kenneth Bell and Tyrone Smith, December 14, 2017.”  
22 Christina Hanhardt, “Making Community: The Places and Spaces of LGBTQ Collective Identity 
Formation,” in LGBTQ America: A Theme Study of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer History, 
ed. Megan Springate, (Published Online, 2016): p. 15. 
23 Derek Duquette, “Interview with Kenneth Bell and Tyrone Smith, December 14, 2017.”  
24 Sue Spolan, “The Curious Case of Rittenhouse’s ‘No Gay Cruising’ Sign,” Philadelphia Magazine 
(11/11/2017). http://www.phillymag.com/news/2017/11/11/delancey-left-turns-merry-go-round/. 
Accessed: 12/22/2017. 
25 Megan E. Springate, “Introduction,” in in LGBTQ America: A Theme Study of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 
Transgender, and Queer History, ed. Megan Springate, (Published Online, 2016): p. 2. 

http://www.phillymag.com/news/2017/11/11/delancey-left-turns-merry-go-round/
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our memories can connect us to a place whether the original structure or any touchstone 

remains. With this in mind, what can Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community tell us of its 

past through the memories of places that have been razed?  

 In June 2017 I conducted a preliminary memory mapping exercise at the William 

Way Community Center’s outreach booth. As stated in previous sections, the purpose of 

this memory mapping was to learn from Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community members 

about the places that matter to them so that the National Park Service might better engage 

them in their LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative and, in turn, be better able to preserve 

LGBTQ+ historic sites in the city. Although many of the responses referred to places 

with physical structures that still stand, there were a number of participants who 

contributed sites that have since been torn down or altered beyond recognition. The 

original location for More Than Just Ice Cream (from 1975-1990) was among these. An 

older man who pinned the former shop, More Than Just Ice Cream, told me the story of 

how he, as a younger, married man and father, would take his son with him to this 

restaurant, buy him ice cream, and slip into the nearby alley to meet someone.26 The 

shop, like other cruising stories, was a place where gay men would find one another in a 

public place and be intimate in the near vicinity. In 1998, however, More Than Just Ice 

Cream moved from its location at 1141 Pine Street, to 1119 Locust Street.27 The original 

location is now a Latin-American restaurant called Mixto Restaurante. More Than Just 

Ice Cream was also listed on Bob Skiba’s LGBTQ+ Mapping Project, suggesting a 

broader significance than just one man’s memories. Though the original building’s 

                                                           
26 Derek Duquette, Philly PrideFest Memory Mapping Project, June 18, 2017. 
27 Bob Skiba, “More Than Just Ice Cream,” Philadelphia LGBT Mapping Project, 2015. 
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1gyv3dfHs3MS82BHisv8oyZA77Ng&hl=en_US&ll=39.9
451853%2C-75.1610723&z=18.  (Accessed 12/24/17). 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1gyv3dfHs3MS82BHisv8oyZA77Ng&hl=en_US&ll=39.9451853%2C-75.1610723&z=18
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1gyv3dfHs3MS82BHisv8oyZA77Ng&hl=en_US&ll=39.9451853%2C-75.1610723&z=18
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continued existence under new ownership does not preclude it from preservation, the 

integrity of its previous appearance could hinder efforts, not to mention its new owners 

would need to consent to any nomination efforts.  

 Another example of an LGBTQ+ establishment that has been altered and 

repurposed is Sisters, a popular lesbian bar. Another participant from the Philadelphia 

PrideFest Memory Mapping Project, a middle-aged lesbian, talked with me about how 

much she valued her time at Sisters, then a popular bar for lesbians.28 Sisters was 

established in 1996 at 1320 Chancellor Street in Philadelphia’s Center City 

neighborhood. I specify this neighborhood because, in Philadelphia, lesbians and queer 

women generally lived and gathered in the Germantown and Mount Airy neighborhoods 

in northwestern Philadelphia or in West Philadelphia.29 Nevertheless, Sisters operated 

between 1996 and 2013, and although the original structure remains, its façade has been 

altered for its new life as Franky Bradley’s, a restaurant and pub.30  

 But what of the LGBTQ+ run establishments whose physical forms have since 

been demolished? One site that Bob Skiba included on his own Philadelphia LGBT 

Mapping Project, was the Strand Ballroom, a popular place where drag queens and drag 

kings (gender variant individuals who would dress in clothing expected of their opposite 

sex) would gather to host Beaux Arts Balls in the 1930s.31 According to one article in the 

                                                           
28 Derek Duquette, Philly PrideFest Memory Mapping Project, June 18, 2017. 
29 Marc Stein, City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves: Lesbian and Gay Philadelphia, 1945-1972, (Temple 
University Press, 2004): p. 37 discusses the popularity of West Philadelphia among lesbians; p. 44 
discusses the popularity of Germantown/Mount Airy among lesbians due to its lower housing costs but 
larger houses. 
30 Bob Skiba, “Sisters,” Philadelphia LGBT Mapping Project, 2015. 
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1gyv3dfHs3MS82BHisv8oyZA77Ng&hl=en_US&ll=39.9
451853%2C-75.1610723&z=18.  (Accessed 12/24/17). 
31 Bob Skiba, “Strand Ballroom,” Philadelphia LGBT Mapping Project, 2015. 
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1gyv3dfHs3MS82BHisv8oyZA77Ng&hl=en_US&ll=39.9
451853%2C-75.1610723&z=18.  (Accessed 12/24/17). 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1gyv3dfHs3MS82BHisv8oyZA77Ng&hl=en_US&ll=39.9451853%2C-75.1610723&z=18
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1gyv3dfHs3MS82BHisv8oyZA77Ng&hl=en_US&ll=39.9451853%2C-75.1610723&z=18
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1gyv3dfHs3MS82BHisv8oyZA77Ng&hl=en_US&ll=39.9451853%2C-75.1610723&z=18
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1gyv3dfHs3MS82BHisv8oyZA77Ng&hl=en_US&ll=39.9451853%2C-75.1610723&z=18
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Philadelphia Inquirer from April 1933, the first of these balls was held on March 31 of 

that year to the amazement and outrage of Philadelphia’s elite. Despite the author, Randy 

Dixon’s, tone, he painted a vivid image of the event:  

“In a phantasm of sound and color these people of dual personalities by their 

initial venture, laid away naïve old Philadelphia in the moth balls of the crypt of 

so-called modernism. They paraded their wanton wiles in bizarre and brazen 

fashion and found ready victims in thrill-hungry society boys who frolicked and 

danced with them and in several instances exchanged embraces, openly and 

publicly. . . .  Up from the mists of shame they came to toast their sexual 

irregularities. The men masqueraded as women, the women dressed as men, 

glorying in the fact that for one night at least they could scoff at the sex nature 

had dictated to them and could live as their perversions mandated.”32 

 

Drag ball culture is, indeed, a vibrant and colorful part of queer culture, originating in and 

around New York City in the 1920s, and which became the queer black ball scene in the 

1960s after queer people of color (QPOC) in New York had had enough of the racism 

evident among white queens.33 In my interview with Tyrone Smith, he shared stories of 

his own time as a drag queen in Philadelphia. Tyrone told me of the “cotillions” once 

held by Philadelphia’s queer people of color in the 1960s and 1970s. As one would 

expect from an event named a cotillion, these were lavish events where attendees would 

come out in their best clothes and dance with one another.34  

Dixon and others of Philadelphia’s upper-class society may have been mortified 

by this display of disregard for traditional gender roles, but places like the Strand 

Ballroom provided a venue for Philadelphia’s underground black ball culture; it provided 

a space for the intersections of sexuality, gender, and race. The Strand Ballroom provided 

this space through to the mid-twentieth century, but the property at 701 S. Broad Street is 

                                                           
32 Randy Dixon, “Society Looks on as Pansies Frolic,” Philadelphia Inquirer, April 6, 1933.  
33 Carsten Balzer, “The Great Drag Queen Hype: Thoughts on Cultural Globalisation and Autochthony,” 
Paideuma: Mitteilungen zur Kulturkunde, No. 51, (2005): pp. 111-131. 
34 Derek Duquette, Personal correspondence with Tyrone Smith, November 29, 2017.  
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currently a vacant lot. This once vibrant and glittering den of jazz and drag balls has since 

been demolished.  

For Tyrone, however, drag was not entirely about showing off. Drag, for him, was 

not a performance, it was a way of being. More often than not, he told me that he would 

be in drag at the local bars and clubs in North Philadelphia, not to perform, but to be with 

friends. Putting on a dress was his way of expressing a different side of himself than he 

could in the everyday; his way of, however subconsciously, blurring the lines of 

traditional binary gender.35 Though drag queens and drag kings from Philadelphia’s 

history met in glitzy places like the Strand Ballroom as far back as the 1930s, there were 

also those, like Tyrone, who were content to just put on a gown and go out with their 

friends in places where they could be together.  

In a city of constant urban renewal and demolition, places like Dewey’s and the 

Strand Ballroom, regardless their significance and importance to Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ 

community, are razed without anyone to interfere on their behalf. When these places are 

torn down, those who frequented them are forced to find new places to commune. In this 

absence of historic spaces, Philadelphia’s queer community is forced to create their own 

spaces where they can find one another and connect.  

Transitory Spaces 

 In the conversations I have had with various LGBTQ+ community members, the 

recurring theme throughout has been the need for creating their own spaces, and how 

these spaces do not always stay in one place, one building. For LGBTQ+ individuals 

generally they create their own gay owned bars and restaurants, and community centers 

                                                           
35 Ibid.  
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like the William Way Community Center.36 But for QPOC especially, this need to create 

spaces for themselves is necessitated by an absence of queer establishments run by other 

QPOC.  

 One of these places is the COLOURS organization, the “premier organization in 

Philadelphia serving Black LGBT communities.”37 The COLOURS Organization was 

founded in 1991 as a magazine focused on social justice.38 Today, they provide HIV and 

sexually transmitted infection testing, as well as sexual health counseling.39 One of the 

oral history sources with whom I spoke, Jordan Cherry, works with the COLOURS 

organization, and during our conversation he explained why this place is so significant to 

him. This significance is partially because he is still new to Philadelphia, and although he 

is familiar with the Gayborhood, the place he feels connected to on a familial level is 

COLOURS, because it was here where he was first able to work within an LGBTQ+ 

community.40  

 Community centers like The COLOURS Organization serve as hubs where 

disconnected LGBTQ+ individuals can find one another and develop their own sense of 

connection to the community around them. When Amber Hikes first came to visit 

Philadelphia while studying at the University of Delaware, the first place in the city she 

visited was the William Way Community Center. When I asked her what the most 

important place in Philadelphia was to her as an LGBTQ+ individual, she responded that, 

                                                           
 
37The COLOURS Organization, “Home,” The COLOURS Organization, 2017. http://coloursorganization.org/. 
(Accessed 12/27/17). 
38 The COLOURS Organization, “About Us,” The COLOURS Organization, 2017. 
http://coloursorganization.org/about-2/. (Accessed 12/30/17). 
39 The COLOURS Organization, “Services,” The COLOURS Organization, 2017. 
http://coloursorganization.org/services/. (Accessed: 12/30/17). 
40 Derek Duquette, Interview with Jordan Cherry, December 19, 2017.  

http://coloursorganization.org/
http://coloursorganization.org/about-2/
http://coloursorganization.org/services/
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“anywhere that people feel like they can be themselves, and can be whole, [and] feel 

affirmed, and in community; those are the most important places for us generally.” She 

went on to clarify that these could be different places for different people, but for her, 

William Way Community Center is the most important place.41 

 The William Way Community Center was founded as the Gay and Lesbian 

Community Center of Philadelphia in 1974, and was originally located at 326 Kater 

Street. Over the more than forty years it has been in operation, the Center has operated 

under different names and at different locations until it came to its current name and 

location as the William Way Community Center at 1315 Spruce Street in 1997.42 The 

William Way Community Center hosts all kinds of community events, art and history 

exhibitions, and also hosts the city’s preeminent LGBTQ+ history archives, the John J. 

Wilcox Jr. Archives. Organizations like the William Way Community Center and The 

COLOURS Organization provide a place for LGBTQ+ individuals to find one another 

and develop a sense of community, and The COLOURS Organization does so with a 

focus on developing that sense of community among queer people of color specifically.  

 The COLOURS Organization was founded in 1991 and the William Way 

Community Center in 1974, but even earlier, prior to the 1960s and 1970s, many queer 

Philadelphians created spaces for themselves and others within their own homes and 

apartments. In Philadelphia specifically, Marc Stein described the house parties and 

residential collectives that lesbians formed in neighborhoods like West Philadelphia and 

                                                           
41 Derek Duquette, Interview with Amber Hikes, Part 1, November 28, 2017. 
42 William Way Community Center, “Mission and History,” William Way Community Center. 
http://www.waygay.org/mission-history/. (Accessed: 12/30/17). 
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Germantown and Mt. Airy.43 Madeline Davis and Elizabeth Kennedy described a similar 

culture of gathering in homes within Buffalo, New York’s lesbian community in their 

book Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold.44 These home-based parties and collectives were 

not only for lesbians. In my interviews with Kenneth Bell and Tyrone Smith, both men 

attested to the house parties they attended with other gay men in the 1960s and 1970s in 

their own neighborhoods in West and North Philadelphia. They described the need to 

“pull down the shades” and hope that by giving the “old lady on the first floor” 

something to drink she would look the other way. All of this was meant to minimize the 

risk of a police raid.45  

 Regardless the atmosphere, house parties like these were an earlier means by 

which LGBTQ+ individuals could find and connect with one another, and part of finding 

and connecting with one another is a feeling of belonging and of acceptance. Created 

spaces like community centers, murals that commemorate the lives of prominent queer 

individuals, and even LGBTQ+ owned gay bars and restaurants provide atmospheres 

through which LGBTQ+ individuals feel connected, and that feeling is what makes those 

spaces to significant to them.  

 This sense of belonging is not universal. In Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community 

there remains a history of racism that has gone on for decades and has only recently been 

addressed. Among the many issues this racism causes is the sense that queer people of 

                                                           
43 Marc Stein, City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves: Lesbian and Gay Philadelphia, 1945-1972, (Temple 
University Press, 2004): pp. 37-38, Stein addresses the “huge houses that lent themselves to collectives.”; 
p. 39, Stein talks about the lesbian house parties of the 1970s and how Philadelphia was considered “a 
more at-home entertaining town.”; p. 45, Stein also addressed the substantial number of collectives 
which formed in the Mt. Airy neighborhood. 
44 Madeline Davis and Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy, Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold: The History of a 
Lesbian Community, (New York, NY: Routledge, 1993).  
45 Derek Duquette, “Interview with Kenneth Bell and Tyrone Smith, December 14, 2017.” 
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color do not belong in the same spaces as white queer people do. Once again, in Marc 

Stein’s book, City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves, he addresses the racism that gay black 

men faced in primarily white gay bars like Allegro, Westbury, or anywhere south of 

Market Street.46 Tyrone Smith and Kenneth Bell corroborated this narrative in their own 

stories.  Back in the 1970s they would not venture into the primarily white gay bars, and 

would instead frequent the bars in their own neighborhoods. These were not gay bars, but 

rather neighborhood bars, and according to Smith, “so long as you conducted yourself in 

a decent manner, you were able to drink with the other black folks that were in the 

neighborhood.”47 In other words, where white gay men could find community among 

themselves in gay bars around Market Street, gay black men could drink in neighborhood 

bars, but would likely not find a community of gay black men there.  

 This issue of racism in Philadelphia’s Gayborhood came to a head in the fall of 

2016. Even before then, queer people of color began formulating spaces where they could 

come together and support one another. In my interview with Sharron Cooks, a trans 

woman of color and activist, she described the work she does through her consulting 

firm, Making Our Lives Easier LLC. The organization’s mission is, “To help reduce 

harm through preventative education. To Provide good quality information and resources 

to underrepresented people and communities. To provide a safe space and environment. 

And to provide peer/social support.”48 Cooks explained that she originally founded 

Making Our Lives Easier LLC to overcome the resource inequalities she saw in some of 

                                                           
46  Marc Stein, City of Sisterly and Brotherly Loves: Lesbian and Gay Philadelphia, 1945-1972, (Temple 
University Press, 2004): p.75. 
47 Derek Duquette, “Interview with Kenneth Bell and Tyrone Smith, December 14, 2017.” 
48 Making Our Lives Easier LLC, “Mission, Philosophy, & Values,” Making Our Lives Easier LLC. 
http://makingourliveseasier.org/?page_id=21. (Accessed: 12/30/17). 
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the nonprofits she volunteered with, and to elevate the issues of trans women and of 

people of color specifically in ways that other organizations with which she worked did 

not.49  

 Despite the advent of organizations like Making Our Lives Easier LLC, there 

remains a substantial absence of spaces for queer people of color in Philadelphia. During 

my interview with Amber Hikes, we spoke about the recent community conversations 

that she and the city’s Office of LGBT Affairs hosted early in 2017. I asked Hikes if she 

could think of any places in the city where LGBTQ+ people of color go to rally and 

protest the racism they face in the Gayborhood, and she said the reason this problem has 

been so heightened is because there are no places for queer people of colors. In her 

words, “There are actually zero spaces. It’s not even like people of color are able to say 

we have this one place that’s owned by a person of color and it centers people of color 

and we have three more spaces. We don’t even have that.” She argued that although there 

are certainly some places that are friendlier towards queer people of color, there remains 

the fact that none of the LGBTQ+ bars or establishments in Center City are owned by 

LGBTQ+ people of color.50 

 To retaliate against this sense of placelessness among queer people of color, 

Amber Hikes and the Office of LGBT Affairs instituted community conversations to help 

facilitate dialogue to address and hopefully resolve issues with racism. Interestingly, 

however, the spaces that Hikes and the Office create to conduct these conversations are 

transitory. The first of these community conversations was held at the William Way 

                                                           
49 Derek Duquette, “Interview with Sharron Cooks, December 14, 2017.”  
50 Derek Duquette, Interview with Amber Hikes, Part 2, November 28, 2017. 
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Community Center on May 25, 2017.51 As previously stated, the William Way 

Community Center is located in Center City at 1315 Spruce Street. The second 

community conversation was held at Broad Street Ministry at 315 S. Broad Street on 

August 10.52 The third was held at the Gershman YMCA at 401 S. Broad Street on 

October 26.53 Each of these conversations is held at a different location to allow easier 

access to those who want to attend. Broad Street is one of the main arteries in 

Philadelphia, and hosting the latter two events there allows ease of access to LGBTQ+ 

Philadelphians who live in North Philadelphia. 

 These conversations are critical in addressing the racism that Philadelphia’s 

LGBTQ+ community has suppressed for decades. Although Amber Hikes asserted that 

there is no one place where Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ people of color can come together 

and rally against the racism they face in their community, she and the Office of LGBT 

Affairs have in fact now created many spaces where the community can come together.54  

In my communications with members of Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community, Amber 

Hikes best summarized the places that are most significant to this community’s members: 

They are the places “that people feel like they can be themselves, and can be whole, [and] 

feel affirmed, and in community; those are the most important places for us generally.”55  

This assessment of significance, and those of the other narrators included here, vary 

                                                           
51 Philadelphia Office of LGBT Affairs, “First LGBTQ Community Conversation,” Philadelphia Office of LGBT 
Affairs Facebook Page. https://www.facebook.com/events/855603357920096/?active_tab=about. 
(Accessed 12/30/17).  
52 LGBT Elder Initiative, “LGBTQ Community Conversation: Mazzoni Center,” LGBT Elder Initiative. 
http://www.lgbtelderinitiative.org/event/lgbtq-community-conversation-mazzoni-center/. (Accessed: 
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53 Philadelphia Office of LGBT Affairs, “Oct. Community Conversation: Race & Inclusion in LGBTQ 
Community,” Philadelphia Office of LGBT Affairs Facebook Page. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1903657783233592/. (Accessed: 12/30/17). 
54 Derek Duquette, Interview with Amber Hikes, Part 2, November 28, 2017. 
55 Derek Duquette, Interview with Amber Hikes, Part 1, November 28, 2017. 
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greatly from those which preservationists use, both in agencies like the Philadelphia 

Historical Commission and the National Park Service. Of these two approaches, one 

focuses on the personal connections that people forge with a space, and the other focuses 

on criteria like historical and architectural significance. In the final section of this thesis I 

aim to find a way to reconcile these two very different but equally valid approaches to 

determining significance, and how the input of communities, like Philadelphia’s 

LGBTQ+ community, can inform preservationist practice going forward.  
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CONCLUSION  

RECONCILING THE HEAD AND THE HEART 

 

As Amber Hikes pointed out in our interview, the most significant places to 

LGBTQ+ Philadelphians are those where “people feel like they can be themselves, and 

can be whole, [and] feel affirmed, and in community.”1  Her assessment, however, is 

subject to the personal, emotional connections we all make with places. Her definition of 

significance differs from those which preservationists, in agencies like the Philadelphia 

Historical Commission or the National Park Service, look for in making the case for the 

legal protection of historic sites. One understanding of significance focuses on the 

personal connections that people forge with a space, and the other focuses on criteria like 

historical and architectural significance. Although these approaches are typically 

presented as binary, in this final section I aim to reconcile them with the 

recommendations I’ve developed based on this work. The community engagement and 

research that the Philadelphia LGBTQ Heritage Initiative and my brief follow-up study 

partook in show us a path through which to document the importance of specific places in 

communities that are underserved by the kinds of academic histories and documents that 

are quite often the evidence for preservation applications. 

 The stories like the ones I collected in this project, which document community 

leaders and activists like Amber Hikes and Sharron Cooks; community elders who have 

seen LGBTQ+ life in Philadelphia over generations like Kenneth Bell and Tyrone Smith; 

newcomers who are just now finding their place in a longstanding community like Jordan 

                                                           
1 Derek Duquette, Interview with Amber Hikes, Part 1, November 28, 2017. 
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Cherry; and everyday residents who have built their lives here among others like 

themselves like Kala Pierson, Robyn Ryan, can be collected as outreach and as the basis 

for developing primary and secondary sources that contribute to nominations.2 As the 

Organization of American Historians LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative Intern working with 

the Preservation Assistance Team in the National Park Service’s Northeast Regional 

Office, I conducted just such an outreach initiative in Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ 

community. In addition, I was tasked with assembling a list of historic sites within the 

city, developing detailed profiles for each site, and beginning the process for 

documenting them for potential nomination as National Historic Landmarks or to the 

National Register of Historic Places in the future [See Appendix B].3  

First and foremost, the National Park Service’s novel community engagement 

approach opened this project to input from other local history professionals and LGBTQ+ 

community leaders in an effort to both share authority and encourage local activists to 

become preservationists.4 The project also responded to the call to democratize 

preservationist practice; to not just look for the sites that fit the existing criteria, but to 

uncover sites that many already consider significant.5 This meant not simply working 

with communities to nominate a site, but to listening to community and personal 

histories. 

                                                           
2 Derek Duquette, Interview with Kenneth Bell and Tyrone Smith, December 14, 2017; Derek Duquette, 
Interview with Amber Hikes, Part 1, November 28, 2017; Derek Duquette, Interview with Jordan Cherry, 
December 19, 2017; Derek Duquette, “Comment from Kala Pierson,” Queer Exchange – PHILLY Facebook 
Page, December 16, 2017; Derek Duquette, Personal Correspondence with Robyn Ryan, December 29, 
2017. 
3 Hilary Lowe, OAH Philadelphia LGBTQ Heritage Initiative Intern Scope of Work, 2017. 
4 Andrew Hurley, Beyond Preservation: Using Public History to Revitalize Inner Cities (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 2010): p. 147. 
5 David J. Brown, “A Preservation Movement For All Americans,” in Bending the Future: 50 Ideas for the 
Next 50 Years of Historic Preservation in the United States, eds. Max Page and Marla R. Miller, (Amherst: 
University of Massachusetts Press, 2016): p. 57. 
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Ultimately, the work done on these two projects for the National Park Service 

Northeast Regional Office’s LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative, the Philadelphia LGBTQ+ 

Historic Site Assessment List and the Philly PrideFest Memory Mapping Project, worked 

in tandem to document and conduct preliminary research on various LGBTQ+ heritage 

sites in the city and to engage Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community in that process. When 

examining this process with the intended goal of nominating such an historic site for 

designation as a National Historic Landmark or on the National Register of Historic 

Places, however, this initiative fell short of that goal. Given I was only in my position on 

this initiative for a year, to expect a completed nomination, on top of the preliminary site 

assessment list and community outreach, would be a reach.  Nevertheless, my work on 

the LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative can provide a model for preservationists beginning their 

own grassroots LGBTQ+ preservation projects. My experiences as described here 

provide an example of how to begin to conduct work with community members and local 

organizations and how to engage them on such projects to document and discover site 

significant places. 

What my experience does not include, due to the brief nine-month time frame 

within which I worked with the Park Service, is the process of actually conducting the 

research and documentation that goes into nominating one of these sites for recognition 

on Philadelphia Register, the National Register of Historic Places, or as a National 

Historic Landmark. No doubt, many people with the time and resources would nominate 

buildings, neighborhoods, and other structures for preservation if they could. 

Philadelphia, despite its booming cultural sector, it a poorer city than most realize.6 

                                                           
6 Anne Marie Rhoades, The Impact of Arts and Culture Agenda: Prosperity, (Philadelphia: Greater 
Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, 2017). 
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Among those impacted by poverty in Philadelphia, people of color are at the top, which 

would suggest that among LGBTQ+ Philadelphians, queer people of color and the 

historic sites they care about are underserved.7 Many queer Philadelphians work multiple 

jobs to make ends meet, when would they find the time to do the work nominate a 

historic sites? Most often the answer is they cannot. The responsibility for preserving 

their stories, therefore, must fall on the shoulders of local preservationists who engage 

them in careful conversations, outreach, and in the documentation necessary to build the 

evidence needed. If the Park Service remains serious about its LGBTQ+ Heritage 

Initiative, it falls on their shoulders.  

In the end, this boils down to three concerns for the future of LGBTQ+ sites in 

Philadelphia: 1) LGBTQ+ individuals have their own personal stories and connections to 

historic places and sites, and these stories are deeply personal and elicit emotion, this 

combination of emotion and historical testimony provides colorful primary source 

material, and an additional layer of cultural significance that need to be included in 

nominations to historic registers; 2) Historic preservationists should conducting 

preliminary research and interviews on LGBTQ+  historic sites by consulting local 

historians and community organizations. Part of the much-needed engagement between 

historic preservationists and queer communities must take place in these community 

centers which sometimes stand as the lone bastion of LGBTQ+ history in communities. 

3) To properly represent the communities whose sites we seek to preserve we must hear 

communities’ stories and engage community members in the process. Preservationists 

                                                           
7 Philadelphia Research Initiative, “Philadelphia’s Poor: Who They Are, Where They Live, and How That 
Has Changed,” The PEW Charitable Trusts: Research & Analysis, November 15, 2017. 
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/reports/2017/11/philadelphias-poor. (Accessed 
2/6/18). 

http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/reports/2017/11/philadelphias-poor
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must take on this responsibility because the amount of work and time involved in 

nominating a site to an historic register is beyond the grasp of most working-class 

individuals, which many LGBTQ+ individuals are.  

In Philadelphia, as in many other cities, there are sites aplenty connected to 

LGBTQ+ histories. Through working with the National Park Service’s LGBTQ+ 

Heritage Initiative I documented roughly seventy LGBTQ+ historic sites within 

Philadelphia.8 Queer history should be documented and preserved the same as any other 

branch of history, but whether the history is of LGBTQ+ Americans, African Americans, 

Asian Americans, Hispanic or Latinx Americans, the stories that living people have that 

make their sites significant to them should also be collected. We as preservationists may 

be uncomfortable with the emotionally charged narratives our stakeholders provide, but 

we should nevertheless acknowledge their value as primary sources as we undertake 

initiatives to document and protect the places that truly matter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
8 Derek Duquette, “Philadelphia LGBTQ+ Historic Site Assessment List,” Product of the National Park 
Service Northeast Regional Office LGBTQ+ Heritage Initiative, December 2017. 
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APPENDIX A  

PHILLY PRIDEFEST MEMORY MAPPING PROJECT DATA 

This section includes a picture of the map PrideFest attendees interacted with at 

the 2017 Philly PrideFest. Participants were asked “Where did you first feel connected 

to Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community?” Their responses are documented and 

quantified here with some of their comments in brackets, as well as my own comments in 

parentheses to provide background on the spaces mentioned where necessary.  
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1. Between N. 5th and N. 2nd streets near Melrose Park.  [Webjunto] (Webjunto was 

an internet startup that later split into two companies, but this participant first felt 

connected to Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community here).  

2. 6001 Germantown Ave. [United Methodist Church in Germantown] 

3. 4213 Baltimore Avenue [R.I.P. Carmen Lewis]  

4. 3907 Spruce Street [University of Pennsylvania LGBT Center] 

5. Tayler’s on Market Street near/in Powelton Village. 

6. The Nest – off of N. 22nd Street. 

7. Temple University (pinned three times).  

8. Temple Community Garden and Tiny House 

9. Frankford Ave. and E. York Street, [my first lesbian crush] (This approximate 

address signifies this participant’s childhood home. It was here she experienced her first 

significant attraction to another young woman, thus introducing her to LGBTQ+ 

experience in Philadelphia.) 

10. Market and 2. 19th Street, between Rittenhouse and Logan Squares, [I first felt 

connected to the LGBTQ+ community here – “Bri”] 

11. S. 5th and Tasker Streets [Mel Heifetz] (Mel Heifetz has been a gay business 

owner for decades in Philadelphia, and it was through this participant’s connection to him 

that they were first brought into Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community). 

12. 523 S. 4th Street [Strange and Unusual pinned just south of Morris St. between S. 

Broad and S. 10th] (The Strange and Unusual is a shop which sells antiques, taxidermy, 

and other novelties, and it was here where this participant first felt connected to the 

LGBTQ+ community in Philadelphia). 
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13. Washington Ave and S. Broad [Julian Man] 

14. Between Kater and South Streets. 

15. Lombard Street [Pride Block Party] (This person also had their first experience 

with Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community at a Pride event, this time the Pride Block Party 

on Lombard Street).  

16. 1 Riverside Drive [First Date at Adventure Aquarium] (The Adventure Aquarium 

is actually in Camden, NJ, but these Philadelphia residents had their first date here, just 

across the river from Philadelphia). 

17. Penn’s Landing [First Pride] (Three people listed their first Pride as their first 

sense of connection to Philadelphia’s LGBTQ+ community). 

18. N. Broad Street and Race Street [Trans Health Conference] (Now the Trans 

Wellness Conference, this community-led program of the Mazzoni Center seeks to 

“educate and empower trans individuals on issues of health and wellbeing; educate and 

inform allies and health service providers; and facilitate networking, community-

building, and systemic change.”) 

19. Race and S. 6th Streets [First Pride] (This person’s first connection to the 

LGBTQ+ community in Phialdelphia was also at Pride Fest, but at Race and S. 6th rather 

than Penn’s Landing). 

20. Northern Liberties [Anderson] [Northern Liberties is one of the neighborhoods 

between Callowhill Street to the south and W. Girard Avenue to the north.] 

21. Madrawl Soandslan? (illegible) 

22. 202 S. 13th Street [Woody’s] (Woody’s is a popular gay bar chain located at 202 

S. 13th Street in Philadelphia.) 
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23. 1315 Spruce Street [William Way Community Center] (Two people pinned the 

William Way Community Center as the site of their first connection to Philadelphia’s 

LGBTQ+ community).  

24. Washington Square Park (Located on South 6th and 7th Streets south of Walnut 

Street, Washington Square Park is one of Philadelphia’s many parks, many of which have 

provided cruising grounds for gay men and lesbians for decades). 

25. 1320 Chancellor Street [Sisters] (The last of Philadelphia’s lesbian bars, Sisters 

was open between 1996 and 2013.) 

26. 1141 Pine St. [More Than Just Ice Cream – pinned near Chestnut and 12th.] (More 

than Just Ice Cream (MTJIC) operated here between 1975 and 1990 before moving to 

1119 Pine Street in 1998. This participant shared the story of how earlier in his life when 

he was married and had a young son, he would bring his son to MTJIC, buy him ice 

cream, and leave him in the store while he went out to cruise around the block.) 

27. Near S. 12th Street [PURE] (This could refer to the hookup app, PURE.) 

28. 1227 Locust St. [AIDS Fund – S. Street and 12/13th] (The Philadelphia AIDS 

Fund raised money for AIDS care and education through October 2000.) 

29. 21 S. 12th Street [Mazzoni Center near Market] (The Mazzoni Center is 

Philadelphia’s primary healthcare provider for LGBTQ+ individuals, founded as the 

Philadelphia Community Health Alternatives in 1979.) 

30. 347 S. 13th Street [Dirty Frank’s – near 12/13th] (Frank’s, or Dirty Frank’s, has 

been noted as a popular spot for LGBTQ+ people to hang out since at least 1974 when it 

was included in a guide book for gay visitors.) 
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31. 1220 Sansom Street [AACO – AIDS Activities Coordinating Office – pinned near 

Market and 11th] (This was a Philadelphia Public Health Department office that provided 

education and prevention activities in 1993-1994.) 
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  APPENDIX B 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE LGBTQ+ HISTORIC SITE ASSESSMENT LIST 

Resource Name Private Location Significance/Comments Current Status Theme Study NPS Systematic Building Entry Current 

 Residence   (no designation, Chapters Framework Type/Property as of 

    Nomination-in-  Themes Type  

    Progress, local,     

    state, NRHP, NHL)     

Barbara Gittings yes 241 S. 21st St., Period of Significance: From 1961. Barbara State Marker at S.  Creating social Private. 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA Gittings, largely considered the "Mother of 21st and Locust  institutions/mo   

   the LGBT Rights Movement," lived here St.s, NRHP:  vements,   

   with her partner Kay Tobin Lahusen 83002272,  shaping the   

   between 1961 and 1967. Significant role in designated 1983  political   

   the removal of homosexuality from the as part of Hockley  landscape.   

   DSM-II in 1973. Longtime member of Row.     

   Daughters of Bilitis, then the Homophile      

   Action League. Affiliated with Frank      

   Kameny.      

         

BEBASHI  1217 Spring Garden Period of Significance: From 1985. The No designation.  Creating social Private, 6/28/2017 

  St., Philadelphia, PA, first African-American organization in the   institutions/ Commercial  

  1199C property United States to address the AIDS crisis.   movements,   

  FIRST at 1319 Locust Founded by Rashidah Hassan, a Black   shaping the   

  Street, in the Muslim nurse originally working in   political   

  Hospital Healthcare Germantown. In 1983, after encountering   landscape,   

  Workers Union the brusque ways in which her fellow   expressing   

  offices. healthcare providers treated   cultural values,   

   disenfranchised, Black, HIV/AIDS patients,   expanding   

   and realizing that this demographic was   science and   

   likely to be more heavily affected by the   technology (?).   

   disease, she got involved with Philadelphia      

   Community Health Alternatives and the      

   AIDS Task Force, quickly becoming vice      

   president of the PCHA board. Upon      

   realizing that PCHA wasn't doing enough,      

   and that the PATF wouldn't engage      

   minority populations, Hassan split off      

   altogether, founding BEBASHI (Blacks      

   Educating Blacks About Sexual Health      
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   Issues) in 1985, one of the nation's first      

   AIDS service organizations dedicated to      

   providing education and services around      

   the epidemic to the city's African      

   American community. BEBASHI is credited      

   with inspiring a wave of AIDS activism      

   elsewhere in the city in Latinx and QPOC      

   Communities, and across the country.      

Bessie Smith Home yes 1319 Christian St., Period of Significance: 1937. Bessie Smith, No designation.  Creating social Private home. 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. the famed "Empress of the Blues," resided   institutions/mo   

   here in 1937 when she passed from   vements,   

   injuries sustained in a car crash between   peopling places   

   Memphis, Tennessee and Clarksdale,      

   Mississippi. She first performed her own      

   acts in 1913 and by 1920 had developed a      

   reputation in the South and along the East      

   Coast. Frank Walker signed Smith to      

   Columbia Records in 1923. With hits like      

   “Downhearted Blues” and “Gulf Coast      

   Blues,” Smith became a headliner on      

   circuits like the Theatre Owners Booking      

   Association by the 1920s. As Smith rose in      

   popularity and fame, she became the      

   highest-paid Black entertainer of her time.      

   She received her nickname, “The Empress      

   of the Blues,” from her label at Columbia      

   Records.      
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Resource Name Private Location Significance/Comments Current Status Theme Study NPS Systematic Building Entry Current 

 Residence   (no designation, Chapters Framework Type/Property as of 

    Nomination-in-  Themes Type  

    Progress, local,     

    state, NRHP, NHL)     

Clark Polak Yes 3719 Pulaski Ave., Period of Significance: October 13, 1937, No designation.  Creating social Private. 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. OR 1963-1969. Clark Polak was born in the   institutions/mo   

  215 Locust Street? house here at 3719 Pulaski Ave. in 1937.   vements,   

   Elected president of the Janus Society in   shaping the   

   1963, Polak was also the founder,   political   

   publisher, and editor for its publication,   landscape,   

   Drum magazine, the most widely   developing the   

   distributed gay newsletter in the country   American   

   in the 1960s. Although Janus Society was a   economy,   

   homophile organization, Polak rejected   expressing   

   the traditional respectability politics   cultural values.   

   adopted by other groups, like the      

   Daughters of Bilitis or the Mattachine      

   Society. Instead, Polak championed sexual      

   liberation, something clear in Drum,which      

   included racy photographs of men. Drum's      

   publication ceased in May, 1969 while      

   Polak awaited federal grand jury      

   indictment on charges of mailing allegedly      

   obscene materials. He avoided prison by      

   agreeing to no longer publish Drum, and      

   by leaving Philadelphia. He moved to L.A.      

   He took his own life in 1980.      

Custody Action for  1425 Walnut St., Period of Significance: From 1974. As No designation.  Peopling places; Commercial: 6/28/2017 

Lesbian Mothers (CALM)  Philadelphia, PA lesbian and gay children's custody issues   Shaping the Business  

   gained greater currency in the mid-1970s,   political   

   Rosalie Davies created CALM in 1974 as a   landscape;   

   result of her own loss of custody of her   Developing the   

   children after coming out as a lesbian.   American   

   CALM provided free legal services to   Economy.   

   women in danger of losing custody of their      

   children because of their sexuality.      

   Founder Rosalie Davies was a prominent      

   member of the Homophile Action League      

   in the late 1960s-early 1970s.      

Dewey's  219 S. 17th St., Period of Significance: April 1965. Site of No designation.  Shaping the Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. the first successful LGBT sit-in in the   political Business; To be  

   United States. Dewey's was a popular   landscape; demolished by  

   Philadelphia restaurant chain in the 1950s   Developing the the end of  
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   through the 1970s, and the Dewey's on   American 2017.  

   13th was particularly popular among   Economy.   

   Philadelphia's LGBT community. However,      

   the chain wanted the 13th street property      

   to be the exception not the rule, and so in      

   April 1965, the 17th street Dewey's      

   refused service to anyone they suspected      

   to be homosexual or gender variant. This      

   led to a sit in led by gay men and lesbians,      

   both white and of color, and gender      

   variant individuals, including drag queens.      

   This sit-in ultimately proved successful,      

   and the 17th Street Dewey's subsequently      

   resumed serving LGBT Philadelphians.      

         

Drake Hotel  1512 Spruce St., Period of Significance: August 1953. The NRHP: 9/18/1978  Creating social Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA East Coast Homophile Organization's first   institutions and Business  

   conference in 1953, at this location,   movements;   

   marked the first that the newly activist   Shaping the   

   style of more militant gay organizing   political   

   convened at a regional basis.   landscape;   

      developing the   

      American   

      Economy.   

         

Giovanni's Room  345 12th St., Period of Significance: From 1979. Pennsylvania  Peopling places; Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA Giovanni's opened in 1973 at 232 South State Historical  Creating social Business.  

   Street, moving into this location after the Marker,  institutions and   

   owners purchased it in 1979. It was for designated  movements;   

   many years at the heart of gay October 11, 2011.  Expressing   

   Philadelphia. The bookstore has hosted   cultural values;   

   readings by prominent LGBT authors   Developing the   

   including Dorothy Allison, Armistead   American   

   Maupin, and Rita Mae Brown. During the   Economy.   

   height of the AIDS epidemic in the 1980s,      

   the shop was the first place some people      

   came after being diagnosed - to find      

   information and emotional support.      
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Harry Langhorne yes 3500 Hamilton St., Period of Significance: 1972-1976. Gay No designation.  Creating social Private 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. Rights activist Harry Langhorne was   institutions/mo residence  

   instrumental in the 1982 passage of a Gay   vements,   

   Rights amendment to Philadelphia's Fair   shaping the   

   Practices Ordinance. Langhorne also   political   

   formulated the governor's Council on   landscape.   

   Sexual Minorities (1976) and successfully      

   pressed for an executive order from the      

   governor banning LGBT discrimination in      

   state government (February 11, 1975).      

   Born in Charlottesville, VA in 1947,      

   Langhorne first came to Philadelphia in      

   1970 to study architecture at the      

   University of Pennsylvania where he first      

   became active in Gay Rights, first with the      

   Gay Liberation Front and then the Gay      

   Activists Alliance. Langhorne died 25 June,      

   1996.      

Independence National  Philadelphia, PA Period of Significance: 1965-1969. Site of State marker at  Shaping the Public 6/28/2017 

Historical Park   the Annual Reminders. Conceived by Craig 6th and Chestnut  poilitical Buildings,  

   Rodwell. From 1965 through 1969, a Sts, 2005; NHL  landscape Structures, and  

   coalition of homophile groups (ECHO: East District:   Sites  

   Coast Homophile Organizations) picketed 66000683, 1966;     

   at Independence Hall to protest that not National Historical     

   all Americans shared the same rights. Park, 1948.     

   After 1969, the Annual Reminders were      

   replaced by what became Pride Day      

   celebrations in New York City (in 1970, the      

   Christopher St. Liberation Day) to      

   commemorate Stonewall      

Janus Society (Offices)  34 S. 17th St., Period of Significance: 1962-1969. Shared No designation.  Creating Social Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA this space with the Daughters of Bilitis.   institutions/Mo Business; Likely  

   Published the most widely distributed   vements, demolished:  

   homophile publication of the 1960s,   Shaping the now a Westin  

   Drum. An anonymous historical narrator   poilitical Hotel.  

   interviewed by Marc Stein in 1993   landscape   
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   confirms that the Janus Society had offices      

   on the second floor of this building "just      

   down from Bonwit Teller," which used to      

   be at 1700 Chestnut St. Arguably the most      

   radical homophile organization in the      

   1960s, the Janus Society rejected the      

   typical respectability politics of groups like      

   the Daughters of Bilitis or the Mattachine      

   Society in favor of sexual liberation and      

   freedom.      

Joseph Beam yes 2039 Spruce St., Period of Significance: 1980s. Gay rights No designation.  Creating Social Private 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA activist and author concerned with   institutions/Mo   

   increasing acceptance of homosexuality in   vements,   

   the black community. Published "In the   Shaping the   

   Life," in 1986, a black gay anthology. He   poilitical   

   was working on "Brother to Brother,"   landscape,   

   another collection, when he died in 1988      

   of AIDS-related complications. Attended      

   Franklin University in Indiana where he      

   studied journalism, and where he was an      

   active member of the black student union      

   and Black Power Movement. He later      

   received his master's degree in      

   communications (where?). After returning      

   to Philadelphia, Beam explored literature      

   on gay figures while working at Giovanni's      

   Room. He was disappointed to find a lack      

   of community for Black gay men and      

   lesbians, and he turned to writing articles      

   and short stories for gay publications      

   (which?). In 1984 he received an award for      

   outstanding achievement by a minority      

   journalist from the Lesbian and Gay Press      

   Association. In 1985 he became the first      

   editor of "Black/Out," a publication from      

   the National Coalition of Black Lesbians      

   and Gays.      
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Kiyoshi Kuromiya Yes 2062 Lombard St., Period of Significance: From 1968. This No designation.  Creating social Private 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA house was home to Kiyoshi Kuromiya, a   institutions and   

   long-time Philadelphia resident, anti-war,   movements;   

   civil rights, and gay rights activist. During   shaping the   

   the Vietnam War, and while he attended   political   

   the University of Pennsylvania, Kuromiya   landscape;   

   developed a reputation for his radical,   expanding   

   direct action protests against the use of   science and   

   Napalm. Also in the 1960s, Kuromiya was   technology.   

   involved in Civil Rights protests in      

   Maryland and Montgomery, Alabama.      

   During the 1970s Kuromiya was involved      

   with the Gay Liberation Front, and during      

   the AIDS epidemic he joined ACT UP.      

   Kuromiya lived in this house from 1985-      

   1997, and during his residence here he      

   founded the Critical Path AIDS Project      

   which provided free information and      

   internet in the 1990s to PWA (People With      

   AIDS). Connected to figures like Martin      

   Luther King, Jr., Kuromiya fought on the      

   frontlines as an activist opposing the      

   Vietnam War, an activist for Civil Rights,      

   and a Gay Rights activist until his death in      

   2000.      

Maxine's/Tavern on  243 S. Camac St., Period of Significance: 1936-1979, No designation.  Peopling places, Commercial: 6/28/2017 

Camac  Philadelphia, PA. speakeasy earlier, to the present. Largely   developing Bar/Restaurant  

   considered the oldest gay bar in the city.   social   

   Originally an underground speakeasy   institutions/   

   during Prohibition in the 1920s, Maxine's   movements,   

   opened as an official bar in 1936, and   developing the   

   throughout its operation it was known as   economy   

   an "upper-class" and elegant gay bar      

   serving both gay men and women. From a      

   class perspective, mainly middle-class gay      

   men and women would frequent      

   Maxine's, and these were largely white      

   gay men and women as well. Recognized      
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   as a spot where drag queens would stop      

   by during the Locust Promenade between      

   the 1940s and early 1960s. Maxine's      

   closed in 1979, and after twenty years as      

   "Raffles," another gay bar, the property      

   became "Tavern on Camac, also a gay bar,      

   in 1999.      

Rittenhouse Square  Rittenhouse Square, Period of Significance: From 1940. Largely NRHP: 81000557,  Peopling places. District? There 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA considered the original heart of LGBT designated in   appears to be a  

   Philadelphia, Rittenhouse Square is a 1981.   boundary  

   historically queer residential area, and the    extension of a  

   park itself was the center of gay life in    Rittenhouse  

   Philadelphia even before World War II.    Historic  

   Rittenhouse Square park was one of the    District, but  

   city's preeminent cruising grounds for gay    also a  

   men, and largely provided a public and    registration  

   social atmosphere for gay men, lesbians,    form for the  

   and transgender persons. In 1972,    park itself. The  

   Rittenhouse Square Park served as the    NRHP number  

   origin point for Philadelphia's first Gay    provided is for  

   Pride parade. The blocks and    the park  

   neighborhoods surrounding Rittenhouse    registration.  

   Square were home to heavy      

   concentrations of LGBT Philadelphians for      

   decades, and even the businesses in the      

   area, particularly bars and coffeeshops,      

   were hotbeds of LGBT social life.      

Rusty's Lesbian Bar  1116 Walnut St., Period of Significance: 1950-1970s, March No designation.  Creating social Commercial: 6/28/2017 

(Barone's Variety Room)  Philadelphia, PA 1968. Known colloquially as "Rusty's," the   institutions/mo Bar/Restaurant  

   Variety Room was among the most   vements;   

   popular lesbian bars in Philadelphia in the   shaping the   

   1950's and into the 1970's. A particularly   political   

   significant moment in the bar's history   landscape,   

   involved a raid in March of 1968, which   peopling places;   

   subsequently convinced members of the   developing the   

   Philadelphia chapter of the Daughters of   American   

   Bilitis to dissolve their chapter and join   Economy.   

   forces with gay men, forming the      

   Homophile Action League (HAL), a      

   nationally prominent, local homophile      

   activist group.      
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William Way Community  1315 Spruce St., Period of Significance: From 1974. The No designation.  Peopling Places,  6/28/2017 

Center  Philadelphia, PA first iteration of the William Way   Creating Social   

   Community Center opened in 1974 at 326   Institutions and   

   Kater Street as the Gay and Lesbian   Movements   

   Community Center of Philadelphia. In      

   1981 the Center moved to 222 S. Camac      

   Street where it operated until 1984. In      

   1984 the Center closed and served as a      

   "Center without Walls" for four years,      

   becoming known in 1985 as the "Penguin      

   Place without Walls." Between 1984 and      

   1988 only the Center's library had a      

   physical space at 3500 Lancaster Ave. In      

   1988 Penguin Place rented a space on      

   Quince St. across from the Bike Stop. After      

   a fire, the Center moved to 201 Camac St.      

   where it stood between 1990 and 1997,      

   and during which time the Center's      

   mission grew to include bisexual and      

   transgender persons. In 1997 the Center      

   moved to its current location at 1315      

   Spruce St.      

Beatrice Fenton yes 1319 Spruce St., Period of Significance: 1887-1983. Fenton No designation.  Expressing Private 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. grew up in this house at 1319 Spruce St.   cultural values. residence.  

   Fenton studied at the Pennsylvania      

   Academy of the Fine Arts between 1904      

   and 1912, after her passion and talent for      

   sculpting emerged. It was during her      

   studies at PAFA that she met Marjorie      

   Matinet, with whom she had a      

   relationship for more than fifty years,      

   which included the exchange of      

   passionate letters. Many of Fenton's      

   artistic works were displayed at PAFA's      

   annual exhibition in the years between      

   1911 and 1964, and in 1922 she was      

   awarded the George D. Widener Memorial      

   Gold Medal for her piece, Seaweed      

   Fountain. Fenton was also a member of      
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   the National Sculpture Society. She died in      

   1983.      

Bellevue Court Turkish  1418 Walnut St., Period of Significance: 1960s. Turkish and No designation.  Expressing Commercial: 6/28/2017 

Baths  Philadelphia, PA. Russian baths became social scenes in the   cultural values, club  

   late 19th and into the 20th Century. By   peopling places.   

   the 1960s, such baths were particularly      

   popular among gay men. The Bellevue      

   Court Turkish Baths, next to the Bellevue      

   Stratford Hotel, were most popular in the      

   1960s.      

         

Charlotte Cushman  825 Walnut St., Period of Significance: 1816-1876. A NRHP/NHL:  Expressing Private, 6/28/2017 

(Walnut Street Theatre)  Philadelphia, PA. prominent stage actress of the 19th 66000693, added  cultural values. commercial,  

   Century, and one known to portray both to NRHP in 1966,   restricted.  

   men and women on stage, Charlotte designated NHL in     

   Cushman performed here at the Walnut 1962, and     

   Street Theatre. 1915 she was elected to received a PA     

   the Hall of Fame for Great Americans. historical marker     

   Cushman was also known to have taken in 1996.     

   numerous female lovers throughout her      

   life.      

         

Germantown/Mt. Airy   Period of Significance: From 1945. The Partly falls within  Peopling Places, District 6/28/2017 

   region of Philadelphia known as the Colonial     

   Germantown/Mt. Airy has been an ever- Germantown     

   growing mixed-race community of gay Historic District,     

   men and, primarily, lesbians. Of the three NRHP ref.     

   major gay neighborhoods, #66000678,     

   Germantown/Mt. Airy is considered the added to NRHP in     

   most substantively African-American. 1966, designated     

   Although this area is now known to be NHLD in 1965.     

   more high-rent, the community began as      

   more affordable for lesbian women with      

   limited incomes in the 1940s and 1950s      

   who could not afford housing in Center      

   City like their gay male contemporaries.      
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Homophile Action  1321 Arch St., Period of Significance: 1968-1973. No designation.  Shaping the Demolished; 6/28/2017 

League (HAL) Offices  Philadelphia, PA. Founded in 1968 after members of the   political now the PA  

   Philadelphia chapter of the DOB   landscape, Convention  

   unanimously voted to disband and reform   creating social Center  

   as the Homophile Action League with the   institutions and   

   goal of becoming more militant and   movements.   

   political than was possible with the DOB.      

   Prominent members include Barbara      

   Gittings, Kay Lahusen, Rosalie Davies, and      

   Carole Friedman. By and large a lesbian-      

   led organization, it was one of the earliest      

   heterosocial gay rights organizations in      

   the United States. HAL's two preeminent      

   goals were 1) extending Philadelphia's      

   Human Relations Act to prohibit      

   discrimination on the basis of sexual      

   orientation, and 2) repealing state sodomy      

   and sodomy solicitation laws in PA. To this      

   end, HAL was among the groups lobbying      

   for a Gay Rights amendment at City Hall in      

   the early 1970s, contributing to such an      

   amendments ultimate passage in 1982.      

   Towards repealing sodomy and sodomy      

   solicitation laws, Barbara Gittings,      

   representing HAL, spoke before the      

   Democratic and Republican state platform      

   committees at the Bellevue Stratford      

   Hotel calling for a repeal to such laws, and      

   for the introduction of a statewide Human      

   Rights Act to prohibit discrimination      

   against homosexuals.      

Harlow's  32 Bank St., Period of Significance: 1970-1976. No designation.  Developing the Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. Harlow's was a bar operated by   American Bar/Club/Resta  

   Philadelphia trans* celebrity Rachel   Economy, urant  

   Harlow, known for her role in the 1986   peopling places.   

   film The Queen and other minor film roles,      
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   between 1970 and 1976. Harlow opened      

   the establishment with Stanley      

   Rosenbleeth. Rachel Harlow      

         

Marc Blitzstein Home Yes 419 Pine St., Period of Significance: 1905-1964. A Received State  Shaping the Private 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. musical prodigy from a young age, Commemorative  political residence,  

   Blitzstein was born in Philadelphia and Marker 6/12/17.  landscape, original home  

   grew up in an affluent household at this   expressing was  

   address. Studied composition at Curtis.   cultural values, demolished  

   Made his professional concert debut with   peopling places. long ago. A  

   the Philadelphia Orchestra at 21 (in 1926).    new house was  

   Openly gay, he had a lavender marriage to    built on the old  

   Eva Goldbeck, with whom he lived for    property.  

   three years in Greenwich Village, NYC, NY.      

   After her death in 1936, Blitzstein threw      

   himself into his work achieving critical      

   acclaim the following year (1937) for his      

   political opera, The Cradle Will Rock. Close      

   friends with Leonard Bernstein, and      

   influenced by works from Bertolt Brecht (a      

   left-wing German sociopolitical critic and      

   author), and Hanns Eisler (an Austrian      

   composer). Served in the US Army Eighth      

   Air Force during World War II and was      

   able to use his composition abilities at the      

   American broadcasting station in London.      

   Post-war he completed his most ambitious      

   work, Regina (1949), which received      

   critical acclaim but lasted only six weeks      

   on Broadway. 1958 received a subpoena      

   to appear before HUAC. Ultimately, not      

   called to testify. In 1963, he spent the      

   winter in Martinique, but he died of an      

   apparent gay bashing/robbery gone wrong      

   after he tried to pick up three Portuguese      

   men. He died on January 22, 1964.      
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Task Force on Religion  1211 Chestnut St., Period of Significance: 1971-1973. A No designation.  Creating social  6/28/2017 

and the Homosexual  Philadelphia, PA. project of the Philadelphia Homophile   institutions/mo   

   Action League Chapter, the Task Force on   vements,   

   Religion and the Homosexual worked with   shaping the   

   local groups and congregations, like the   political   

   new Philadelphia Christian Homophile   landscape.   

   Church, to challenge homophobic rhetoric      

   at other churches. In March 1971, the Task      

   Force on Religion and the Homosexual      

   partnered with the Philadelphia Christian      

   Homophile Church to demonstrate at      

   fundamentalist Carl McIntire's Bible      

   Presbyterian Church in Collingswood, New      

   Jersey. McIntire, who was expelled from      

   the Presbyterian Church U.S.A. in the      

   1930s, and founded the American Council      

   of Christian Churches in 1941, was      

   anticommunist, anti-Catholic, and later      

   was significant in antigay campaigns. The      

   Task Force was sponsored by the Christian      

   Council, whose headquarters was located      

   here at 1211 Chestnut in 1973. As of 2016,      

   this was also the location of the      

   Philadelphia's AIDS Law Project and      

   Equality PA offices.      

The Attic  5708 Germantown Period of Significance:  1965-1980. A No designation.  Peopling places, Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Ave, Philadelphia, prominent Black gay bar in Germantown,   Developing the Bar/ Club/  

  PA The Attic operated between 1965 and   American Restaurant;  

   1980. Originally comprised of mixed   Economy   

   (straight and gay, Black and White)      

   clientele, the Attic's clientele became      

   predominately Black and gay as      

   Germantown's own demographics shifted      

   in the late 1960s and 1970s.      

The Gilded Cage  261 S. 21st St., Period of Significance: 1959. The Gilded No designation.  Developing the Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA Cage was a popular coffeeshop for gay   American Bar/ Club/  
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   men and lesbians, although the   Economy, Restaurant;  

   establishment was not exactly an LGBT   peopling places. currently  

   exclusive one. Heterosexual men and    appears to be a  

   women also frequented the shop, but a    private  

   police raid on the Gilded Cage on February    residence.  

   19th (check) 1959 led by then-Captain      

   Rizzo, was motivated by allegations of      

   disorderly conduct associated with      

   homosexual activity. This raid on an      

   establishment associated with      

   homosexuality plays into a larger trend of      

   police harrassment of LGBT people in their      

   respective spaces.      

The Humoresque  2036 Sansom St., Period of Significance: 1959. One of No designation.  Developing the Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA several LGBT social hot spots in the   American Bar/ Club/  

   Rittenhouse Square area, the Humoresque   Economy, Restaurant;  

   coffee shop was popular among gay men,   peopling places. Now a  

   lesbians, and heterosexuals. Being hot    Community  

   spots for gay social life in the 1950s,    Reading Club,  

   however, often meant raids from local    Inc  

   police. Such was the case on February 12,      

   1959 when Philadelphia police, led by      

   then-Captain Rizzo, raided The      

   Humoresque. Officers arrested owner      

   Melvin Heifetz for being the "proprietor of      

   a disorderly house" and thirty-four of his      

   patrons for breach of peace. News sources      

   like the Bulletin mocked the raid, but      

   Heifetz was held on a $300 bail, and      

   seventeen of the other men arrested were      

   fined $12.50.      
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William Way Home yes 254 S. 11th St., Period of Significance: 1942-1988. A No designation.  Creating social Private 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. longtime employee of Philadelphia's   institutions and residence.  

   Redevelopment Authority and the Office   movements;   

   of Housing and Community Development,   Shaping the   

   Bill (William J.) Way oversaw the   political   

   construction of affordable housing   landscape;   

   throughout the city, his own   peopling places.   

   neighborhood of Washington Square      

   West. Way was also an advocate for the      

   LGBT community in Philadelphia, and      

   believed strongly in the power of      

   creataing change by bringing people      

   together. To that end, Way played a      

   significant role in the establishment of the      

   Community's first gay community center,      

   Penguin Place, which would later be      

   renamed after him (the William Way LGBT      

   Community Center). After he contracted      

   HIV/AIDS, Way spent numerous hours      

   contributing to the first AIDS Walk, and to      

   Penguin Place. He died in 1988.      

Women's Center  4634 Chester Ave, Period of Significance: 1970s. The No designation.  Creating social  6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA Philadelphia Radicalesbians, active   institutions and   

   between 1971 and 1973 and founded by   movements;   

   Miriam Rosenberg, met at the Women's   Shaping the   

   Center. They are listed as a community   political   

   resource in the 1972 issue of "Motive."   landscape   

247 Bar  247 17th St.,  No designation.   Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA.     bar/restaurant  

         

Ariel's Nest  1213 N. 52nd St.,  No designation.   Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA.     bar/restaurant  

Avalanche  248 S. 23rd St.,  No designation.   Commercial: 6/28/2017 
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  Philadelphia, PA.     bar/restaurant  

         

Back Door  3535 N. 13th St.,  No designation.   Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA     bar/restaurant  

Beth Ahavah  615 N. Broad St., Period of Significance: From 1975. No designation.  Creating social  6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. Founded in September of 1975 as a   institutions/mo   

   community and religious organization for   vements,   

   jewish lesbians and gay men, their   peopling places,   

   families, and friends. Originally, events for   expressing   

   Beth Ahavah were hosted in member's   cultural values.   

   homes. In 1977 Beth Ahavah moved to      

   Dignity House (252 S. 12th St.), to 2116      

   Walnut St. in 1980, and to 8 Letitia St. in      

   1992. In 1990 Beth Ahavah associated      

   itself with the Union of American Jewish      

   Congregations, the central body of the      

   United States' Jewish Reform Movement.      

   In July 2007, Beth Ahavah affiliated with      

   Congregation Rodeph Shalom. Beth      

   Ahavah maintains its congretional status      

   with the Union for Reform Judaism, and its      

   membership in Keshet Ga'avah, the World      

   Congress of LGBT Jews.      
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Bike Stop  206 S Quince St., Period of Significance: From 1982. This No designation. Commerce; Creating social Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA multi-level bar has been the home of  Creating institutions and Bar/Club/Resta  

   Philadelphia's gay and lesbian leather  Community movements; urant  

   community since 1982. The Mr.   Developing the   

   Philadelphia Leather competition began in   American   

   1983, with the Mrs. Philadelphia Leather   Economy   

   comptetition joining it 10 years later. Both      

   competitions were suspended in 2009. In      

   2015, the Mr./Mrs. Philadelphia Leather      

   contest was re-established.      

         

Bob and Barbara's  1509 South St.,  No designation.   Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA.     Bar/Club/Resta  

       urant  

         

Chestnut Lounge  4728 Chesnut St.,  No designation.   Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA.     Bar/Club/Resta  

       urant  

Cobblestones  250 S. 5th St.,  No designation.   Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA.     Bar/Club/Resta  

       urant  

         

Dee's Place  512 South St.,  No designation.   Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA.     Bar/Club/Resta  

       urant  

Dirty Frank's  347 S. 13th St.,  No designation.   Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA.     bar/restaurant  
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Drury Lane  1304 Drury St., Period of Significance: 1956-1986. Drury No designation.  Peopling places, Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. Lane was a popular gay bar and restaurant   developing the Bar/Club/Resta  

   complex spanning Drury Street from 1956-   American urant  

   1986. Bars and restaurants included The   Economy   

   Golden Griffin, the Blue Parrot, Café      

   LaFitte, and Wildwoods.      

         

El Bravo  3600 N. 5th St.,  No designation.    6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA.       
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First Philadelphia Gay  60 N. 3rd St., Period of Significance: 1973. Philadelphia's No designation.   Commercial: 6/28/2017 

Coffeeshop  Philadelphia, PA. first exclusively gay and lesbian    Bar/Club/Resta  

   coffeehouse opened in this Quaker-owned    urant  

   property in 1973. This coffeehouse would      

   host the core group that would originally      

   found the Gay Community Center years      

   later.      

         

Florence Grey  632 N. 12th St., Period of Significance: 1922. In 1922, the No designation.   Private. 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. Inquirer published a story about Florence      

   Grey, who had been living as Jack      

   McConnell. McConnell drove a horse      

   drawn truck, led a gang, and had a      

   relationship with Lettie Harrison.      

Horizon House  501 S. 12th St., Period of Significance: 1970s. Both the No designation.  Creating Social demolished. 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. Radical Queens and the Gay Activists   Movements/Ins   

   Alliance met at Horizon House during the   titutions,   

   1970s. The GAA would meet from 7:30-   Shaping the   

   10PM on Thursdays. After being the   political   

   Horizon House, the property became The   landscape.   

   Pain Center before its demolition. The      

   property is now a physical therapy center.      

         

Kenneth Parker yes Intersection of N. Granary tower from World War ? Turned No designation.   Private? 6/28/2017 

  20th and Shamokin personal apartment by successful      

  Streets, architect and interior designer Kenneth      

  Philadelphia, PA. Parker. Hosted lots of parties? Suggested      

   by Bill Bolger.      

Labyrinth  4722 Baltimore Period of Significance: 1983-2000. No designation.    6/28/2017 

  Ave., Philadelphia, Feminist newspaper which began as a      

  PA. small collective at Sister Space in 1983.      

   The first edition came out in May 1984.      
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   The staff was all volunteer-based until      

   Labyrinth gained 501(c)(3) status in 1988.      

Longstreth Protest  220 S. Broad St., Period of Significance: October 1971. No designation.  Shaping the  6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. When Mayoral candidate Thacher   political   

   Longstreth refused to acknowledge   landscape.   

   demands from the Homophile Action      

   League (HAL) regarding support for      

   legislation prohibiting discrimination      

   based on sexual orientation, the HAL,      

   Homosexual Information Service, newly      

   formed Gay Activist Alliance (GAA), and      

   Radicalesbians protested outside      

   Longstreth's campaign headquarters on      

   Broad Street. This was an early protest      

   demanding amendments to the city's      

   Human Relations Act, amendments which      

   would not come forth until 1982.      

My Sister's Place  2222 Walnut St.,  No designation.   Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA.     Bar/Club/Resta  

       urant  

         

Rumor Has It  2512 N. Broad St.,  No designation.   Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA.     Bar/Club/Resta  

       urant  
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St. Luke and the  330 S. 13th St., Period of Significance: from 1839. site of Philadelphia    6/28/2017 

Epiphany  Philadelphia, PA. William Way's funeral. Register of     

    Historic Places,     

    des. 1961.     

         

Strand Ballroom  701 S. Broad St., Period of Significance: 1933. The Strand No designation. Creating Peopling places. Demolished. 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA Ballroom was one of the most  Community    

   distinguished venues for Black musicians      

   and dancing in the 1930s and 1940s. On      

   Friday, March 31, 1933, in the midst of the      

   urban "pansy craze," the Strand Ballroom      

   was host to Philadelphia's Beaux Arts Ball,      

   a celebration put on by the Other Fellows      

   Association, a city-wide gay social group.      

   Reported on by a far from approving      

   Philadelphia Tribune, the affair was      

   described as a kaleidoscopic fantasy of      

   men cavorting as women and women      

   dressed as men. Equally as appalling to      

   the Tribune as this display of sexual      

   inversion was the racially mixed nature of      

   the event, having had Black, White, and      

   Asian LGBT persons in this cast of      

   characters. Drag Ball culture has a      

   significant contribution to offer LGBT      

   history, and this event at the Strand      

   Ballroom in 1933 offers an invaluably rare      

   insight into Philadelphia's early Ball scene.      

The Barracks  1813 Sansom St., Bath house from 1976-1980. No designation.    6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA.       
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The Gayborhood  Philadelphia, PA Bounded approximately by walnut Street, Part of  Peopling places District 6/28/2017 

   Juniper Street, Pine Street, and Quince Washington     

   Street. Square West     

    Historic District,     

    NRHP reference:     

    #84003563,     

    added in 1984.     

The Pirate Ship  210 S. Camac St., Period of Significance: 1950s-1960s. No designation.   Commercial: 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. "Rough trade" bar, 1950s and 1960s,    Bar/Club/Resta  

   employed drag queens (gender variant    urant  

   individuals).    burned down.  
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The Ritz  14 N. 13th St., "Rough trade" bar, 1960s?, interracial No designation.   demolished 6/28/2017 

  Philadelphia, PA. clientele.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Savoy 232 S. 11th St., Popular Gayborhood dining establishment  No designation. demolished 6/28/2017 

 Philadelphia, PA. from the 1970s until its closing in the early and replaced  

  2000s. by a  

   Walgreens.  

 

 

 

 

 


